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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
The purpose ·of this study-was to devel-op materials···fn applied 
phonics for Grade Two . An attempt was made to give the children 
meaningful e;Kperiences. 
1/ 
·McDowell states: 
'
1Essentially, reading is the ability to int-erpret or 
to grasp the meaning · represented by printed symbols. Learn-
ing to read, consequently, ·is a process of as~ociating meanings 
already possessed with printed symbols, that is to say, going 
from the known to the unknown." 
This is one part of a group project. The research will be 
found in the study titled HExercises in Applied Phonics for Grade 
One," by Donaldson, et al . 
.!/Reverend John B. McDowell, "Out of the Mouth of Infants ~ " The 
Catholic Educational Review (June, 1951), 49 : 370-381. 
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CHAPTER II 
PLAN OF STUDY 
The materials in this tnesis have been designed to help the 
child apply his knowledge of phonetic elements to unknown words. 
·To determine the elements to .be used, and to construc·t the 
material to be read by the children, the writers consulted the sec<:md 
grade teachers 1 manuals of the basal readers, published by Ginn and 
Company ; Houghton Mifflin Company; The J-ohn Winston Company; Row, 
Peterson and Company; Scott, Foresman and Company; and Silver Bur-
dett Company. 
The elements have been present·ed in the following order: 
l. Vowel Sounds (phonograms) 
2 . Beginning Consonant Blends 
3. Consunant Blends 
4. Hard and .Soft .£ and _g. 
The complete list · will be found at the beginning of Chapter III. · 
The unknown words to be discovered by the children through ap-
plied phonics are in the appendix of this thesis. 
It is assumed that the teacher has taught the names of the 
letters and their sounds before using these lessons. The -exercis-es 
have been constructed in such a way that the teacher may sel-ect any 
one lesson or its part from the total program. They may be used for 
-2-
an individual, a small group, or a -~hule class, depending upon the 
need . 
3 
It is important for the child to hear, as -well as to see, the 
words and t heir elements. Therefore, teacher direction ·is essenti.al 
to the success of this program . For this reason, oral -response and 
oral review have been stressed. 
Interspersed throughout the eighty-six lessons are fifteen short 
review exercises conta-ining words that have been taught through ap-
plied phonics in the preceding lessons. Each review is an individual 
rea ding check, to be used at the teacher us discretion. 
These lessons were--written independently by each writer. They 
were tried ·· informally in two second grade classrooms. 'One ~as -in a 
high soc·io- economic connnunity, the uther in a middle class connnunity . 
Methods of presentation that did not prove successful and -words that 
were no t meaningful to the children were discarded . 
The final exercises were based,· upon their successful application 
a s t hey appeared to affect the children's interest and their knowledge 
of t he new words. 
The following are samples of the material to be found in this 
t hesis . 
Short .!!• Medial Position· 
''Today we are going to read words that have short .2. sounds in 
the middle like the -word thank." Writ-e these words on the board. 
flag 
fla t 
bank 
plants 
glass 
brass 
mask 
track 
"I am going to tell you some sentences that can be finished 
with some of these words. See- t£ you can find the answers . " 
1. We pledge allegiance to the (flag) 
4 
2. We drink milk from a (glass) 
3. We save money by putting --it in t he (bank) 
4 . The train runs on a (track) 
5 . Seeds sprout and ·grow into (plants) 
6 . On Halloween Jack c·overs his face--with a (mask) 
Read the wor ds on the board and go ·over the exercises orally 
with t he children . 
Phonogram, old 
"Here is a word we all know . -What is its name?" Write old on 
t he blackboard . Change the letters at the blackboard and have chil-
dren read t he new words orally. 
1 . Add a .£ t o old ; you will know how ice feels. 
2. Change the.£ in cold to~; you will have a metal worth a great 
deal of money. 
3. Change t he ~ in gold to h · 
-· 
you will have a word that means to 
hang on. 
4. Change the h in hold to f · _, you will have a word that means to 
5. Change the f in fold to m· - ~ you will have a word that means to 
6. Change the m in mold to b · _, you will have a word that meAn-s to 
daring or forwar d. 
bend. 
I 
shape. 
be 
''Who can read these sentences ·wr-itten on the blackboard? 11 Ask 
children to read them orally. 
1. He sold that gold mold. 
2. Can you hold that cold mold? 
3. The old cold is very bold. 
4. He was told to fold it just so. 
Beginning Consonant Blend -- .&!: 
5 
"There are many words that begi.n with.&! like grass. I am going 
t o say some rhymes. See if you can ·'finish them with a .&!: word." 
Wri t e the answers on the board. 
1. We did not hear a single sound 
When the snowflakes fell on the 
2. All the farmers will want to know 
(ground) 
When t heir seeds have begun to (grow) 
3 . All of our people are proud of this land. 
We t hink that our country is really- (grand) 
4. High overhead flew the passenger plane, 
_Over mount ains, rivers, and fields of (grain) 
5. The wedding reception was held in that room. 
Everyone present met the bride and the (groom) 
Review the words on the board orally-with the children. 
Write these words on the board or have them duplicated. After 
each exercise is completed, have the group read the words and go 
over t he answers orally . 
1. grow I grape grave Grunt Grace 
The firs t word says 
Put (1) under a girl's name. (Grace) 
Put ( 2 ) under what we would find in a cemetery. (grave) 
Put (3) under a small fruit. (grape) 
6 
2 0 green I grunt grin great· growl 
The first word says 
Put (1) ·under what a pig does. (grunt) 
Put (2)--unde·r what a dog does. {growl) 
Put (3) under a big smile. (grin) 
3 . grass I grassy gravy ·grumpy greedy 
The first word says 
Put (1) under a food. (gravy) 
Put (2) under ·what we are when we want too much for ourselves. (greedy) 
Put (3) under what we are when we are cross or unpleasant. (grumpy) 
4. grandfather I graveyard grasshopper 
The first word says 
Put (1) under food. (groceries) 
Put (2) under a cemetery . (graveyard) 
Put (3) under an insect. (grasshopper) 
Soft c 
Write thesewords on the board. 
once 
voice 
center 
cents 
cellar 
piece 
reces·s 
ceiling 
groceries 
celery 
cereal 
grapevine 
"These words are like city. The c has a soft sound. It sounds 
like the letter 2_. I am going to tell you about these words. Find 
the one that I am talking about." The answers may be given orally, 
or they may be written on paper by the children. 
1. This is a breakfast food. (cereal) 
2. This word means middle. (center) 
3. This is the lowes t part of the house. (cellar) 
7 
4 . This is -t he part of t he school day---when we play outside . (recess) 
5 . This vegetable grows in bunches . (celery) 
6. This is ano t her word for -pennies . (cent s) 
7 . We use this -when we talk . (voice) 
8 . This is t he highest · part -of a room . (c-eiling) 
Read the words on t he board and go over the exercises orally with 
t he children . 
"I am g-oing t o te ll you some sen tences that can be finished with 
words t hat have s o ft .£ s ounds in t hem . See if you can think of the 
answer s . " Read t he incomplet e sent ences that follow . Write the answers 
on t he board . 
1 . We buy food in a store . (grocery) 
2. Ten boys will run in t hat (race) 
3. We buy brea d t ha t i s cut in (slices) 
4. The baby dr inks milk and orange . (juice) 
5 . Be s ure t o wash your hands and (face) 
6 . Because Dennis is lame, he has to wear a (brace) 
7. Grandmot her cut t he pie ·i n six (pieces) 
Review the wor ds on t he boar d orally with the children . 
Wr i t e t he fo llowing s en t enc es on t he board. "Here are some 
s en t ences t ha t have words wi t h soft c sounds ·in them. Let ' s read 
t he .m n ow . " 
1 . Nancy gave Grace a fan cy lace handkerchief. 
2. We went fo r gr oc er ies twice 1ast week. 
Individual Reading Check 
A sma l l s parrow flew up t o a skinny scarecrow and asked him why 
he_ was s pending s o much t ime i n t he ga rden. A smart spider smiled and 
s a id, "This man doe s no t live . He cannot speak or snore or sneeze or 
sniff. He has no smoot h skin , and his skeleton is made of hay." 
CHAPTER III 
PRACTICES IN APPLIED PHONICS 
Outline of the Material 
Long a, precedihg silent e 
- I 
Short !:!• initial position 
Short !:!• medial position 
Phonograms 
ai, :2:.Y; ai, ·· review 
ad, !:!E_, !:!:!!• ~· review 
and; ang, ank, ask, atch, revie~ 
Phonograms 
end, er, est, et, ~, review 
Silent e at the end of a word 
Long i• preceded by e 
Short i• initial position 
Short i• medial position 
:t. as long i 
Phonograms 
ich~ ill, ing, ink, ish, review 
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Phonograms 
~; ··ot, old, £2• _2£; · revi-ew 
£_!, .Q.!, -~, ound, ow as ·in ~' ~ as in ~' -:.QY, review 
Long ~ as in us;d 
Shor t ~' media l position 
Phonograms 
· uc h, ump , ·.!!.!., ust·, revtew 
Exe r cis e s in Changing Vowel Sounds 
Cons onant Blends 
cl, Q, gl, El· g, revi ew 
.£!_, dr, f r , _&£, E!• tr, review 
.§_£, sk, _£!!!, ~· ~· .§!!> review 
kn, ~· tw, ~ 
~· ill· ~· sgu, revie'W 
s t r, thr 
Hard and soft c 
Hard and sof t _g 
9 
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Long a Preceding Silent e 
Put these words on the board. 
cave sna.ke grape plate plane 
shade whale paste flame 
11These words a.re like make. The a is long because of the silent 
e at the end. I atti going to tell you -;bout these words. Find the 
one that :i. am talki,ng about. 11 The answers may be given orally, or 
they may be written on paper by the children. 
1 . This is a long, crawling animal . 
2. Rhode Island (any state may be used) is one. 
3. This is fire . 
4. This is a small fruit that grows on a vine. 
5 . This large animal lives in the water . 
6 . We stick papers together with t ·his. 
7 . On a sunny day we see this under a tree. 
8. We can ride in this. 
(snake) 
(state) 
(flame) 
(grape) 
(whale) 
(paste) 
(sh'ade)· 
\ 
(plane) 
Review the words on the board and go ·over the exercises. 
Write these words on the boar9 or have them duplicated. After 
each exercise is completed, have the group read the words and go over 
the answers orally. 
1. gave I brave skate blade face 
The first -word says . 
Put 1 under part of your body. (face) 
Put 2 under 
" 
part of a knife. (blade) 
Put 3 under something we use on ice-covered ponds. (skate) 
11 
2. came I lake shave cape cane 
The first word says 
Put 1 under ·what Father does with ·his razor. (shave) 
Put 2 under a big pond. (lake) 
Put 3 under a walking stick. (cane) 
3. cake I mate waste g.rade Grace 
The first word says 
Put 1 under a partner. (mate) 
Put 2 undeT a gir 1 ' s name . (Gr~ce) 
Put 3 under a class in school. (grade) 
4 . made I stale lace stag.e lane 
The first word says 
Put 1 under a little road. (lane) 
Put 2 under the oppos-_;te of fresh. (stale) 
Put 3 under fancy cloth. (lace) 
• 
·., . . 
12 
Shbrt a - - Initial Posi t ion 
Wri t e t hese -words on the board or have them duplicated. Aft e r 
each exercise is completed, have the group read the words and go .over 
the answers ora lly . 
1. and I act ask add an t 
The f irst ·word s ays 
Put 1 under a t i ny insec t. (an t ) 
Put 2 under wha t we do i n a play. (a c t ) 
Put 3 unde r what we do i n arithme t i c . (add) 
2 . at I Ann ax a sk Ash 
· The fir st wo r d says 
Put 1 under a t ool . ( ax ) 
Put 2 under what we do with quest ions . (ask) 
Put 3 unde r a gir l ' s name. (Ann) 
3. app l e I Alic e Andy ac t or answer 
The fir st wor d says 
Put 1 under a boy ' nickname . (Andy) 
Put 2 unde r a girl ' s name. (Alice) 
Put 3 under the oppos i te of a s k . (answer) 
e 
13 
Short a -- Medial Position 
"Today we are going to readwords that have short a sounds in 
the middle, like the word thank," Write these words on the board. 
flag bank glass mask flat plants match track 
"I am going to tell you some sentences that can be finis hed with 
one of t hese words. See if you can find the word." Read the incomplete 
sentences t hat follow. The answers may be given orally, or t hey may be 
written on paper by the children. 
1. We pledge allegiance to t he (flag) 
2. We drink milk from a (glass) 
3. We save money by putt ing --i t -i.n the (bank) 
4. The train runs on a (track) 
5 . Seeds sprout and grow -int o (plants) 
6. On Halloween Jack covers his face -with a (mask) 
Review the -words on the board and go over the exerci.ses orally 
with the children. Write these -words on the board or have them du-
pl icated . After each exercise is completed, have the group read the 
words and go over the answer orally. 
1. can I map Sam Class ham 
The first word says 
Put 1 under a boy's name. (Sam) 
Put 2 under a kind of meat. (ham) 
Put 3 unde r what we use when we go on a trip in a car . (map) 
2. cat I snack tag trash nap 
The firs t word says 
Put 1 under a little lunch . (snack) 
Put 2 under a short sleep. (nap) 
Put 3 under wa ste paper. (trash) 
\ 
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3. Jack I cash grand plank hatch 
The first word says 
Put 1 under a heavy boar d . (p lank) 
Put 2 under money. (cash) 
Put 3 under the word for--wonderful. (grand) 
4. man I slacks prank slam jam 
The first word says 
Put 1 under something good to eat. (jam) 
Put 2 under an article of clothing. (slacks) 
Put 3 under the word that means t o shut with a bang. (slam) 
-15 
Phonograms -- ai, ~ 
Wr i t e thes e sentences on the board or have them duplicated. "Here 
are some sentences with ai and ~ in them. Let's read them now." 
1 . The farmer will give h~y_ to his horses. 
2. The farmer took his grain t o the city . 
3. Jay will spray his garden to kill the bugs . 
4. God hears us when -we ~. He hears all our praxers. 
5 . Grandmo ther sits in our big chair. 
6. Billy went upstairs to bed, 
7 . Gail lives on Main Street . 
8 . He go t three letters in the mail. 
9. Father had ·to -wait a long t ime for t he train. 
10 . Wayne has six new crayons today. 
Put these words on the board. 
gain pain brain paid stain 
Claire chain trailer wai st maid 
"I am going to te ll you some thing about t hese words. Find the 
one t hat I am thinking about ." The answers may be given orally, or 
they may be written on paper by the children. 
1. We could use thi s to tie an animal to a post. (chain) 
2. Father is glad when all the bills are (paid) 
3 . This is a house on wheels. (trailer) 
4. This is a girl's name. (Claire) 
5. We use this when we think. (brain) 
6. This would be an unwanted spot on our clothing. (sta in) 
e 
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7. Belts are worn around this part of our bod·ies. (waist) 
8. When we do not feel well, we sometimes have this. (pain) 
Read the words .on the board, and go over the exercises orally with 
the children. Write these words on the board or have them duplicated. 
After each exercise is completed, have the group read the words and 
go over the answers orally. 
1. rain I pail ja·il 
The first word says 
Put 1 under a place for people w~o 
Put 2 under a part of a boat . 
Put 3 under something we pound with 
2. paint I snail fa-tr 
The first--word says 
Put T under a little ·an·imal. 
Put 2 under ·what we breathe , 
Put 3 under what we comb. 
3. paint I saint sprain 
The first word says ________ __ 
Put 1 under the opposite of fane¥· 
Put 2: under a very good person. 
nail 
disobey the law. 
a hammer. 
air 
sail 
(jail) 
(sail) 
(nail) 
hair 
(snail) 
(air) 
(hair) 
aim plain 
(plain) 
(saint) 
Put 3: under something you might do to your ankle if you 
twist it. (sprain) 
4. rain I trail strain bait pair 
The first word says 
Put 1 under a path in the woods , (trail) 
Put 2 under a set of shoes. (pair) 
Put 3 under what we use to catch fish. (bait) 
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5 . rain I afraid ·waiter mailman straight 
The first ·words says 
Put 1 ·under a ·wo'J."ker in a restaurant. (waiter) 
Put 2 under a word for scared or frightened. (afraid) 
Put 3 under the opposite of crooked. (s traight) 
6. day I say lay gay pay 
The first word says 
Put 1 under the word for -·talk . (say) 
Put 2 under what we do when we buy things. (pay) 
Put 3 under the -word for happy. (gay) 
7 . way I stay tray clay gray 
The first word says 
Put 1 under a color. (gray) 
Put 2 under what we use when we carry food. (tray) 
Put 3 under the opposite of go. (stay) 
8. play I bray Saturday yesterday - jay 
The first word says 
Put 1 ·under a day of the week. (Saturday) 
Put 2 under- a bird. (jay) 
Put 3 under the opposite of tomorrow • (yesterday) 
18 
Phonogram -- ~ 
Write far ·on the board. 11We know the word far. I am guing to 
tell you some sentences that can be fin~shed with words that have 
g sounds in them . See if you can think of the answers. 11 Read the 
incomplete sentences that follow. Write the answers on the board. 
1 . We can buy a candy ----- (bar) 
2. Mother buys pickles in a--------- (jar) 
3. Men patch holes in the road with---------- (tar) 
4. At the top of a Christmas tree we sometimes put a 
(star) 
5. After a cut heals, we sometimes have a 
----------
(scar) 
6. The opposite of stop - ~s (start) 
7. One ·:who builds houses is a (carpenter) 
Review the words on the board orally with the children. ''When 
we used _£, the word was 11 The children say the word bar 
together; Each word is reviewed in a similar manner. 
Write these words on the board or have them duplicated. After 
each exercise is completed, have the group read the words and go over 
the answers orally. 
1. farm I charm alarm harm 
The first word says 
Put 1 under part of your body. 
Put 2 under part of a clock. 
Put 3 under the word that means hurt. 
2. park I mark dark bark 
The first word says _____ _ 
Put 1 under what it is at night . 
Put 2 und·er something you can make on paper . 
Put 3 under something a dog can do . 
arm 
(arm) 
(alarm) 
(harm) 
lark 
(dark) 
(mark) 
(bark) 
19 
3. car I arf art arm ark 
The first word says 
Put 1' under what Noah and the animals -went in, (ark) 
• 
Put 2 under what a dog says. (arf) 
Put 3 under part of your body. (arm) 
4. far I cart Carl card shark 
The first word says 
Put 1 under a small wagon. (cart) 
Put 2 under something you send through the mail (card) 
Put 3 under a big fish. (shark) 
5. barn I march army Charles smart 
The first word says 
Put ' 1 under what we do in a parade. (march) 
Put 2 under a boy's name. (Charles) 
Put ) under where we find soldiers. (army) 
6. party I Arthur carp·et starter market 
The first word says 
Put 1 under a kind of store. (market) 
Put ·z under a boy's name, (Arthur) 
Put 3 under a floor covering. (carpet) 
20 
Indi:vidual Readi:ng Check 
Review 
Long a 
Short a 
ai as in rain; 2:l.. as in day 
ar as in far 
Tell the child that this story is about a circus that some second 
grade children have planned. 
Wayne and Charles are m clowns with masks over their faces. 
They have straight.&!!!¥ hair. 
Jay and Ca rl, Sam and Arthur are smart c·i-rcus dogs. They will 
march around without their chains. At the end of their act, they will 
bark and say, 11Arf, arf." 
21 
a as· ·-tn around 
Write around on the board. ''We all know the word around. To_-
day we are going to read words that begin like around." Write these 
sentences on the board or have them duplicat-ed. - "These sentences have 
words with the same,!!. sound at the beginning. Let's read them now." 
1. The baby is fast asleep. He will not b-e awake until morning. 
2 . Nancy and Susan have hats that are just alike. 
3. Dick took his train apart. 
4. The hen walked across the barnyard. 
5. Please tell the story about the sad dog again. 
6. No one was with Jane. She was all alone. 
7. Do not read the story to yourself. Read it aloud. 
8. The car was g.oing along Main Street. 
22 
Phonogram -- ad 
ljJrite these worqs on the board. After each exercise is completed, 
have the group read the words and go over the answers orally. 
1. h.ad I lad pad 
The first ·word says ____ _ 
Put 1 under a bpy. 
Put 2 unde'r- happy. 
Put 3 under something to write on. 
2. had I Dad addition 
The first word says __ __. __ 
Put 1 under what we have in arithmetic. 
Put .2 under a baby frog. 
Put :3 under another name for Father. 
glad 
tadpole 
bad 
(lad) 
(glad) 
(pad) 
sad 
(addition) 
(tadpole) 
(Dad) 
/ , 
--
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Phonogram -- _!E 
Write the word cap on the board. ''We know ;this word. Today we are 
going to make words like ~· I am going to tell you some sentences 
that can be ftrrished with words that have the letters _!E in them. See 
if you can think of the answers." Read the incomplete sentences that 
follow. Write the answers on the board. 
1. To catch a mouse-we use a -----
2. To find our -way on a trip we use a -----
3. When we like something in entertainment, we -----
our hands. 
4. In cold weather our lips sometimes get ____ _ 
5. A fastener on clothing is a-----
6. After we use scissors ~nd paper, we must pick up 
the-----
7. Linda's new shoes have buckles and-------
Review the words on the board orally with the children. 
(trap) 
(map) 
(clap) 
(chapped) 
(snap) 
(scraps) 
(straps) 
·. ~ .. 
• 
24 
Phonogram au 
Write the word because ·on ·the board. ''We know the -word because. 
Today we are going to read other ·-words that have the letters au in 
them. The letters sound the -way they do in because. I am going to 
tell you some sentences that can be finished with words that have 2E. 
sounds in them. See if you can think of the answers." Read the in-
complete sentences t!lat follow . Write the answers on the board . 
1 . Robert showed us all the fish he 
-----
(caught) 
2. Please do not cry. The accident was not your 
--------· (fault) 
3 . A summer month is (August) 
4 . Aunt Jean has two sons and a ------ (daughter) 
5. Mother bought some cups and------ (saucers) 
6. The wrTter of a book is the 
------
(author) 
7 . It is said that houses where ghosts live are ----- (haunted) 
8 . Another word for car is (automobile) 
9 . Schoor assemblies are he"ld in (auditoriums) 
10 . The people who watch a play are the----- (audience) 
1l. . . Mother's new washing machine is (automatic) 
Revi ew the words on the board orally with the children. Write 
these sentences on the board. "Here are some sentences that have 
words like because 'in them. Let's read them now." 
1. Paul taught his friend to fish . 
2 . Audrey put sauce over the ice cream. 
25 
Phonogram -- illi: 
Write these words on the board or have them duplicated. After 
each exercise is completed, have the group read the words and go over 
the answers orally. 
1. saw I law jaw paw raw 
The first word says ________ __ 
Put · 1 under the word that means uncooked. (raw) 
Put :2 under part of your head. (jaw) 
Put 3 · under an animal's foot . · (paw) 
2. caw I lawn dawn fawn 
The first word says 
Put 1 under the word that means early morning. (dawn) 
Put 2 under where grass grows (lawn) 
Put 3: under a baby deer. (fawn) 
3 . saw I draw claw straw squaw 
The first word says. _______ __ 
Put 1 under an Indian woman . (squaw) 
Put 2 under -what you do with crayons. (draw) 
Put 3 under something you use ·when you drink. (straw) 
4. saw I crawl squawk strawberry awful 
The first word says ________ __ 
Put 1· under a sound a duck might make. (squawk) 
Put 2 under something good to eat. (strawberry) 
Put 3: under the way babies move before they can walk. (crawl) 
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Individual Reading Check 
Review 
a as in .around 
ad as in had 
~ as in cap 
au as --tn because 
aw as in saw 
Soon after dawn one August day, Daddy saw a little fawn alone in 
our strawberry bed. We were asleep in bed, but we crawled out to see 
t he fawn run across our lawn. Paul ran out to give it some straw. We 
were so glad t o be awake to see the animal that we clapped and clapped. 
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Phonogram - - and 
Write these -words on the board. A-fter each exerci.se is com-
pleted, have ·the group read the words and go over the answers orally. 
1. and I hand sand land band 
The first word says 
Put "1 under a musical group. (band) 
Put 2 under a part of your body . (hand) 
Put 3 under what you play in a t t he beach. (sand) 
2 . grandmother I handkerchief sandwich candle Andrew 
The first word says 
Put 1 under something we eat. (sandwich) 
Put 2 under a boy ' s name . (Andrew) 
Put 3 under something made of wax. (candle) 
Write these sentences on the boo. rd. "Here are some sentences 
that have words with and in them. Let·' s read t hem now." 
1. Grandmother gave Sandra a lit tle Panda bear. 
2. Andy can stand on his head for ope minute without falling. 
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Phonogram -- ang 
Write these sentences on th' board or have them duplicated. 
"Here are some sentences that -have words like bang in them. Let's 
read them now . 11 
1. He came in when the bell~· 
2. The children sang for their famili-es at the party. 
3. Clang, clang, went the fire truck. 
4. Jack sprang to his feet in- surprise. 
5. Hang up your coat when you c'Ollle inside. 
6. A triangle has three sides. 
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Phonogram -- ank 
Write the word thank on the board. "We know this word. Today 
we shall read other words like thank. I am going to tell you some 
sentences that can be finished with words that have the letters ank 
in them. See if you can think of the answers." Read the incomplete 
sentences that follow. Write t ·he answers on the board. 
1. Father cashes checks at the 
2. Uncle Peter had the station attendant fill his 
gasol-ine-------
3. Sally took the orange juice and ----- it. 
4. We write the correct word in the _____ space. 
(bank) 
(tank) 
(drank) 
(blank) 
Review the words on the board orally with the children. 
Write these ·words on the board. After each exercise is completed, 
have the group read the words and go over the answers orally. 
1. thank I Frank prank sank plank 
The first word says 
Put "1 under a heavy board. (plank) 
Put :z under a trick. (prank) 
Put 3 under a boy's name. (Frank) 
2. thank I blanket frankfurt ankle spanking 
The first word says 
Put 1 under a bed cover. (blanket ) 
Put 2 under a punishment. (spanking) 
Put 3 under a part of your body. (ankle) 
e 
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Phonogram -- ash 
Write these words on the board. After each exercise is com-
pleted, have · the group read the words and go over the answers orally. 
1. splash I hash trash rash cash 
The first -word says 
Put 1 under money. (cash) 
Put .2 under something we eat. (hash) 
Put 3 under something we throw away. (trash) 
2. splash I sash ashes mash smash 
The first word says 
Put 1 under something girls wear with pretty dresses. (sash) 
Put 2 under a way to fix potatoes for eating, (mash) 
Put 3 under what are left after a fire. (ashes) 
Write these sentences on the board. ''Here are some sentences 
that have words like splash in them. Let's read them now." 
1. The car crashed into a tree. 
2. We had mashed potatoes for dinner. 
3, The puppy ran around the house like a .ll..!!h· 
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Phonogram ·- atch 
Write catch on the board. 11We all know the word catch. I 
am going to tell you some sentenc·es that can be finished with words 
that sound like catch . See if you can think of the answers." Read 
the incomplete sentences that follow~ Wri te the answers on the board. 
1. 
2 . 
3 . 
Father lights the fire -with a -----
Sometimes mothers mend holes in clothing by covering 
them with-----
Birds keep their eggs warm so that they ·-will 
·-----
(match) 
(patches) 
(hatch) 
4. That cat has sharp claws . Do not let ~t ----you. (scratch) 
5. To open the door lift the ----- (latch) 
Review the ·words ·on the board orally with the c·hildren . Write 
these sentences on the board. 11Here are some sentences that have 
words like catch in them. Let 's ·read them now." 
1. It is not nice to snatch things. 
2. Some people in other countries live in houses with thatched roofs. 
3. Jim cut the wood with his hatchet. 
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Individual Reading Check 
·Revi-ew 
and as in ~ 
ang as in bang 
ank as in thank 
ash as in splash 
atch as in catch 
---
Tell the child that this story happened a long ttme ago in the 
winter. People did not have furnaces or electric lights then. In 
the story the boy has been getting wood for the fire, and the girl 
is cooking supper. 
One cold day Andrew -was coming home with his hatchet. He hurt 
his ankle as he sprang across some wet land. He was better aft-er he 
ate the good hash Sandra had made for him. After dark Sandra scratched 
a match to light the candles. They drank some milk and went to sleep 
under warm blankets. 
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Phonogram -- ea 
"As I write these words on the blackboard, I am going to give 
you a clue to their names. Who can t-ell me the name of this word?" 
Write the word ill_ on the blackboard, "If I take the ! away from 
the word eat and add ch, what word do I have?" 
Write -each of the following words on the blackboard, one at a 
time, Ask the children these questions, 
1. peach 
Who can tell me the name of this fruit? 
2. reac.h 
What must we do when we want something up high? 
3, steam 
What makes the tea kettle blow its whistle? 
4, sea 
Who knows the name of this swimming hole? 
5. se.al 
This animal likes the sea; who is he? 
6, cereal 
.What is oatmeal? 
7, measles 
What can give us red spots and keep us in bed? 
8. seasons 
We have four of these every year ; what are they? 
9. breathe 
What do we do with the air around us? 
10, beautiful 
Sometimes we use this word when t alking about flowers, Wha t is 
it? 
11. "Leave It to Beaver? 
What is the name of this television program? 
"Who can read these sentences for me?" Write the following 
sentences on the blackboard. 
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1. Jean eats steaming wheat cereal. 
2. The sea seals eat an easy meal . 
3. Pete reached the beach carrying a peach. 
4. W.easels never catch the measles. 
Phonogram -- ~ 
''What is the answer to this riddle?" 
'~e ~y be far, we may be near, 
But, in order to he·ar, we need an ___ ." (ear) 
Write the response on the blackboard. ''What new word will I 
have if I write an .!:! in front of the word ~?" 
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"As I write these words on the- blackboard, I am going to give 
you a clue to their names. Each word has the little word ·ear in it." 
Write each of the following words on the blackboard, one at a time. 
Read the following statements: 
1 . tear 
When we get sand in our eyes, they begin to ___ _ 
2 . year 
Every 365 days we celebrate a new ------
3 . dear 
The greeting of a letter begins with the word ------
4. fear 
When we are afraid of nothing, we have nothing to ------
5. near 
For some of us, school is very-----
6. rear 
The end of the bus is called the 
-----
7 . clear 
When there is nothing in the sky, we say it is 
-----
8. spear 
Many skin divers catch fish with a --------
''Who can read these sentences for me?" Write the following 
sentences on the blackboard. 
1 . There is nothing to fear when all is clear. 
2. Only spear when no one is near. 
3 . Don't smear your tear at the end of the year. 
4. Gear your ear so that you may hear. 
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phonogram -- ed 
11This word is the name of something we all use. What is it?'' 
Write bed -on the blackboard. 11Each sentence that I am going to read 
you has a missing word that rhymes with the word bed. Can you guess 
the words? 11 Write the answers on the blackboard as they are given. 
1. Ted has a sled. (red) 
2. Ned the way to the shed. (led) 
3. Fay the chickens on Friday. (fed) 
4. You will find the bed in the (shed) 
5. Sam went sliding on his (sled) 
6. The fire engines to the :fire. (sped) 
'.'Let's take the -words on the blackboard and make some new words 
with them. The ed in these words have a different sound. Can you 
figure out the new sound? 11 
1. In the word red change the r to fe, the new word will 
be (feed) 
2. In the word led change the 1 to~· the new word will 
be (ne1!d) 
3. In the word fed change the i ~o de, the new word will 
be (deed) 
4. In the word shed change the sh to se, the new word will 
be (seed) 
5. In the word sled change the ll to bre, the new word will 
be (breed) 
6. In the word sped change the e to ~· the new word will 
be (speed) 
''Who can read these sentences for me? 11 
1. Ned and Ted had a red sled. 
2 . The -chickens fled to the shed. 
3. The sled sped over the ground. 
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''Who can find and read the missing words for these sentences?" 
Write the following words on the blackboard. 
Wednesday medicine education pledge 
1. The fourth day of the week is Wednesday. 
2. Every morning we pledge our allegiance to the flag of the United 
States. 
3. When we are ill, we take medicine to help us get better. 
4. We are going to school to receive a good education. 
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Phonogram -- ee 
''Who can tell me the answers to these riddles?" Write the 
correct replies on the blackboard as they are given. 
1 . This fellow is as busy as can be, 
Making honey for you and me. (bee) 
2. What plant has a trunk like an elephant? (tree) 
3. When you can !It go -to sleep, 
Try counting (sheep) 
4. Though we know that it's bad for our teeth 
We sure love something that tastes quite (sweet) 
5. Mr. Mouse gave a sneeze, 
When he smelled his favorite (cheese) 
6. Do not grieve, 
When you can not get your arm into your (sleeve) 
7. Hear the horse wheeze 
When it begins to (freeze) 
8 . Don't screech 
When trying to make a (speech) 
"Let's read the answers together. Are these words alike in any 
way?" Bring out the repetition of the ee and its sound. "Who can go 
to the blackboard, read and circle the right answers to these 
questions? 11 
1. Name something to eat. (cheese) 
2. What animal gives us wool? (sheep) 
3. How do we make popsicles hard? (freeze) 
4 . What insect makes honey for us? (bee) 
5. What -is another word for a talk? (speech) 
6. What must every coat have? (sleeve) 
7. What plant helps us to keep cool in the sunnner? (tree) 
8. How does candy taste? (sweet) 
"Let's read the story on the blackboard together." 
We heard a peep and thought -it-was .the sheep. We took a peek 
from our jeep . They were in deep sleep beside a steep creek. 
Did you ever see sheep as white as a sheet asleep in the deep? 
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Phonogram -- ei 
"Sometimes the letters ei have the same sound as the letter 
a in the ·word made . Here is a word with ei in it. What is the 
;ord?" ·Write the word neighbor on the blackboard. "In each of the 
following sentences I am going to read, there is one word missing. 
Each missing word has an ei in it. Can you find the missing word 
on the blackboard?" Write the following five words on the black-
board. When a child finds the word have him read it and then 
circle it on the board. 
weigh neighbor freight weight their 
1. The name of the railroad car that carries ·things 
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to market is called a 
-----
car. (freight) 
2. Our friend living next door is called our----------
3. Did you see ___ __ toys all over the yard? 
4. we stand on the scale to discover how 
much we 
------
(neighbor) 
(their) 
(weigh) 
5. Did you see Barbara's new paper-------- on her desk? (weight) 
''Who thinks he can read the following sentences?" Write the 
five following sentences on the blackboard. 
1. Don't be late to guess your weight. 
2. What ' s the rate to pay the freight . 
3. Don't forget to weigh the tray . 
4 " The neighbor likes the flavor. 
5. Their bear is eating a pear . 
Individual Reading Check Review 
.e.a as in eat 
ear as in tear 
ed as in bed · 
ee as in bee< 
ei as in neighbor 
When their neighbor sneeze·d, he found a peacn and smne 
cheese up his sleeve. So he fled on his sled and pledged 
that his sleeve would be clear before the end of the year . 
Each year the ~ seals drew ill:.§!E the clearing by the 
shed . They went ther e to be fed. But this year with all speed 
they took a deep breath and under their own steam reached the 
beautiful sea instead . 
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Phonogram ·:.,_ end 
"This word means to finish or complete something. Who can 
tell the name of the word?" Write the word end on the blackboard. 
"I am going to write some incomplete sentences on the blackboard. 
Each sentence has one ·word missing. Each missing word has the 
little word end in it. Who can read the complete sentence for me?" 
Write the following sentences in groups of fours . Write the 
corresponding missing words on t ·he board also. 
end mend bend 
1. Will you me your reading book? 
2. Mother, will you please my socks? 
3. The Hills live in the yellow house around 
4. This ·i:s the of the road. 
send friend pretend 
5. Jane is my best---- in school. 
6. Did my mother ___ __ me some cookies? 
7 . When Jane and Alice play dolls, they 
they are mothers. 
8. Peter did not all his money 
buy candy . 
defend blend trend 
to 
lend 
the 
---
spend 
tend 
9. Airplanes are used to our country. 
10. .It is Skipper ' s job to the cows . 
11. Ranch houses are the today. 
12 . When you red and yellow paint, 
you get orange paint. 
(lend) 
(mend) 
(bend) 
(end) 
(friend) 
(send) 
(pretend) 
(spend) 
(defend) 
(tend) 
( t rend) 
(blend) 
''Who can read this story on the blackboard?'t 
Let's pretend to lend a friend a mend-ed bend -which he can 
spend. That he can spend to defend the trend -which we must mend 
and tend to the end. 
"Let's read the story together." 
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Phon9gram ~ 
"This ·-word ·is the opposite of the word before, who can tell 
me its name?" Write the word after on the blackboard. "I am going 
to read some sentences to you and I would like someone to come 
to the blackboard and circle the right answer and tell us what 
that word says. All of these answers have the ll sound in them." 
Write the following words in groups of fo·urs. 
rooster mother water butter 
1. The name of someone ·who lives tn your house. (mother) 
2 • What do you 1 ike to put on toast? (butter) 
3. Who -wakes the barnyard up ··tn the morning? (rooster) 
4. What does Mother use to wasn her clothes? (water) 
.cherry leather si:tver northern 
5. What kind of tree has fruit un ·it? (cherry) 
6. What color ·is a dime? (silver) 
7. What are most belts made of? (leather) 
8. The North Pole is in what part of the world? (northern) 
ladder river feather deer 
9. -Name something that can tickle your nose. (feather) 
10. What does a painter usually need for his job? (ladder) 
11. What animal can run quickly through the---woods? (deer) 
12. What body of water often leads to the ocean? (river) 
"Can an)'{>ne read these sentences for me?" Write these sentences 
on the blackboard. 
1. Do not linger with a cut finger. 
2. Weather can make your skin look 1 ike lea-ther. 
3. Merry Jerry .• ate a cherry. 
4. Never stanmer when using a hanmer. 
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Phonogram -- est 
"This word tells us that some·thing is better than everything 
else like. What··is the word?'' ·w·rtte best -on the blackboard . 
"I am go·ing to write some ·incomplete sentences on the blackboard. 
Each sentence has one · word ·miss·ing. Each missing word has the 
letters~ as in best. Who can read the complete sentence for me?" 
Write the following sentences in groups of fours. W1ite the 
corresponding missing words on the board also. 
west pest test rest 
1. We watched the sun set in the 
---
(west) 
2. Jane passed her driving __ _ (test) 
3. A buzzing fly can be a __ _ (pest) 
4. The baby is in bed having a __ _ (rest) 
chest quest guest crest 
5. The ___ was filled with gold and silver. (chest) 
6. Always be polite to your---- (guest) 
7. See the fish on the of that wave. 
----
(crest) 
. 8. The pirates were in---- of an adventure. (quest) 
question honest interest yesterday 
9. When you are in doubt, ask a 
-----
(question) 
10. We all went to the park--------- (yesterday) 
11. Abraham Lincoln was famous for being 
-----
(honest) 
l2, Robert shows a gre~t deal o~ .......,.,.........,.,.__, ___ 
trains , (interest) 
''Whp can 'read these sentenc~& foJ: 111e?" Write the foll-owing 
on the b1ackpcard , 
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1. The guest took a rest after that very hard test. 
2. Betsy did her best to get rid of the pest. 
3. The pirates were in quest o-f a crested chest. 
4. YesterdayJ Fay took an honest int·erest by asking questions. 
"Let's read the sentences together." 
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Phonogram ~ - et 
''What are the names of these three rhyming words?" Write 
get, ~ and bet ~n the blackboard. 
1. In th~ word ·~ change the _g to E. and you will have 
the name of something· we use in· playing tennis. (net) 
2. Change the E. in ~ to.:::Jb and you will have the name 
of an animal- frt·end. (pet) 
3. Change the .E: i .n pet to fr, you will have a word that 
means to worry·; · 
4. Put the word for in front of ·get, you will have a 
word that means we cantt remember. 
5. Put J.:n in front of the -word let, you will have the 
name of a small body of water. 
6. Put the word~ in front of let, you will have the 
name of an electrical socket. 
7. Put the letters ter after the ·word ill; you will have 
the name of som~thing we ~ail. 
8. Change the 1 in letter to £, you will have a word 
that means extra good. 
(fret) 
(forget) 
(inlet) 
(outlet) 
(letter) 
(better) 
"Each of the five sentences on the blackboard has a missing 
word. Find the missing .word on the board and write it in the correct 
place. Read the complete sentence for us." 
basket socket rocket 
1. Twenty years from now, we will get set to 
travel in a 
----
2. Let Chet keep his pet in the-----
pocket 
3. Bret kept his le.tter in his coat 
-----..-
4. Let's get set to go to------
5. Don't forget to keep your fingers out of 
the ___ __ 
market 
(rocket) 
(basket) 
(pocket) 
(market) 
(socket) 
''Who thinks that he can read these sentences?" Write the 
following on the blackboard. 
1. Chet met Bret fretting about the wet net. 
2. Gret set the rocket ·in her pocket. 
3. J;>on't forget ·to ~et Pet; t~lq~ tl;l~ bas~et: to n~a;r ~e t: • 
4. Bette:r fo:rget; about the inlet. 
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Phonogram -= ~ 
''We all know this word. What -is it? 11 Write the word ~ on 
the blackboard. "Here is a short storywith some words missing. 
Can you put the missing words where ·they belong'? When you have 
finished, read the story for us." Write these words on the board 
along with the story. 
grew few flew dew drew 
1. A--- new birds through the blue. They as (few) 
they--:-:-~ 
(drew) 
(flew) (grew) 
through the without catching the flu. 
(dew) 
knew crew drew view nephew 
2. I thought you-------- my new-------- He is the one who 
(knew) (nephew) 
the of the rowing 
--------- --------(drew) (view) (crew) 
news grew flew new newspaper 
(news) 
in the was not 
----~------- ------(newspaper) 
As the 3. The---- (new) 
and 
---:--:----:--(flew) story ----------:' it ---:---:-------: (grew) (flew) 
"Lets's read the story on the blackboard together.n 
Give me a clue to the new news about our nephew. I knew 
that he grew a few inches. I viewed his picture in the newspaper. 
I also viewed the pictures he drew of the crew. A few of them 
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got wet in the dew because he forgot to review where he had put them. 
Individual Reading Check Review · 
~ as in send 
£!:. as in mother 
est as in best 
..§!. as in let 
fEY! as in~ 
Let's pretend, we are in guest of a great leather chest 
with a silver crest. Bend those oars ·tuward the river ' s shores 
and that forgotten inlet. Let's take a~ then go three paces 
~· Don't fret just yet, this let·ter in my pocket holds the 
clues to that si.lver crested chest. Few paces more my friend, 
we should be nearing _the end. Now's the ill!· What, no chest! 
I remember, we said let's pretend so I guess that's the end. 
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Silent e ~ the End of a Word 
"Sometimes the letter ~ can be a ·si.l'ent partner -in a ·word and 
at the same time help another le·tter -in the word say -its name. Here 
is one of these --words, what's i:ts· name?" Write the ·word ~ on the 
b l ackboard . "All these words on the blackboard have a silent ~· Who 
can answer my question and also circle it on the blackboard?" Write 
the following words in groups of fours. 
home nose rope 
1. What is the name of an important part 
of our face? 
2. What do -we tie bundles with? 
3. At what place, do we do our shopping? 
4. Where will we always find our bed? 
time ride -white 
5. What's the color of snow? 
6. What does the clock keep for us? 
7. Something we do in a car. 
8 . What do we do with a pencil? 
wake brake place 
9. What stops the car? 
10 . What flies like a bird? 
11. What can the sun _do for us? 
12. What should our toys have of their own? 
· store 
(nose) 
(rope) 
(store) 
(home) 
write 
(white) 
(time) 
(ride) 
(write) 
airplane 
(brake) 
(airplane) 
(wake) 
(place) 
"Let's take the words on the blackboard and make some new ones 
with them." 
1 . In the -word rope change the .P. to g, 
the new words will be 
---
2 . In the word home change the~ to l• 
the new word will be 
---
. Boston University 
~chool of Education 
Library 
(rode) 
(hole) 
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3. In the word store change -the .!. -to n _, 
the new worcr wi 11 be (stone} 
4. In the word !!2.§.g. change the .Q.§_ to ic, 
the new-word will be (nice) 
5. In the word ride change the :i -to .Q., 
the new word wi-ll be (rode) 
6. In the word white change the t to .b 
the new-word will be (while) 
7. In the word write change the i to fl.• 
the newword will be (wrote) 
8. In the word time change the im to ub, 
the new word will be (tube) 
9. In the word plane change the !! to ,1, 
the new word will be (plate) 
10. In the word wake change the ~ to sh, 
the -new word will be (shake) 
11. In the word brake change the br t ·o ~· 
the new word will be (awake) 
12 0 In the word place change the .E.! to br, 
the new word will be (brake) 
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Long l Preceding Silent e 
Write thesewords on the- board. 
hive shine bride pine smile' 
knife chime rice mice dime 
"These words are like five . The l i"s long because the final 
~ is silent. I am going to tell you about some ·of these _ words. 
Find the one that I am talking about . " The answers may be given 
or ally, or they- may be wri·tten on paper by the children. 
1 . This is a home for bees. 
2. This is a piece of money. 
3. Mother cuts bread~ith this. 
4. We can eat this. 
5 . We do this when we are happy. 
6. These are little animals. 
7. This tree stays green· in the winter. 
8. The sun does this. 
Read the words and go over the exercises orally with the 
children . 
Write these words on the board or have them duplicated. 
(hive) 
(dime) 
(knife) 
(rice) 
(smile) 
(mice) 
(pine) 
(shine) 
After each exercise is completed, have the group read the words 
and go over the answers orally . 
A. side bike wide tire wire 
The first· word says 
Put 1 under something made with rubber. (tire) 
Put 2 under the opposite of narrow. (wide) 
Put '3 under something you ride . (bike) 
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2. five I dive vine hike pile 
The first word says 
Put 1 under a leafy plant . (vine) 
Put 2 under ·what we do--when we walk ·i n the ~oods. (hike) 
Put 3 under something swimmers do. (dive) 
3. like I whine bride spice chime 
The first word says 
Put 1 under something that sounds like a bell . (chime) 
Put 2 under something a dog can do. (whine) 
Put 3 under a newly married lady . (bride) 
4. line I slice twine while slide 
The firs t word says 
Put 1 unde-r a piece of bread. (slice) 
Put 2 under what you do wit h a sled (slide) 
Put 3 under a kind of string. (twine) 
Short l• Initial Position 
11 If i comes at the beginni:ng u£-a word that has no other 
vowel, it-.usually has a short sound. Today we ar~ -going to read 
some words that begin with short l like ~· Put these words on 
the board. 
ill ink imp inch itch inn 
III am going to tell you about some of these words. Find 
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the one that I am talking about. II The answers may be given orally, 
or they may be written on paper by the children. 
1. This is another word for sick. 
2. Poison ivy makes us feel like scratching because it 
will do this. 
3. We use this in a fountain pen. 
4. A mischievous child is this. 
5. This is a word we use when we measure to find how 
long something is. 
Read the words and go over the exercises orally with the 
children. 
(ill) 
(itch) 
(ink) 
(imp) 
(inch) 
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Short i -~ Medial P~sition 
Write the word E.!& -on the ·board . '"We ·knqw the word .E!g. :!. has 
a short sound ·in .E.i.g. When ·:!_-is· in the middl-e of a word, and there 
is no other vowel, it usually has a short sound.-'l Write these words 
on the board . 
bib sick sling kit ship 
slit drink chin thick slim 
"I am going to tell you about some of these words. Find the 
one that I am talking about." The answers may be given orally, or 
they may be written on paper by the children . 
1. When the doctor comes to our houses, he carries his 
medicines in a 
2 . When we are thirsty, we want a 
3. A large boat is a 
4. Part of a face is the 
5. The opposite o-f thin is 
6. Be for~ Mother feeds the baby, she ties a 
---
around her. 
7 . David carries his broken arrrr· in a ___ _ 
8. Good foods, plenty of sunshine, and rest help to 
keep us weil. It is not fun to be----
Read the words and go over the exercises orally with the 
children. 
Write these words on the board or have them duplicated. 
(kit) 
(drink) 
(ship) 
(chin) 
(thick) 
(bib) 
(sling) 
(sick) 
Aft er each exercise is completed have the group read t he words and 
go over the answers orally. 
1. six I hint milk fix pitch 
The first ·word says 
Put 1 under a clue . (hint ) 
Put 2 under a drink . (milk) 
Put 3 under a word fo r mentl . (fix) 
2. 
• 
3 . 
his I Miss Jim pinch limp 
The first word says -------
Put 1 under a boy's name . 
Put 2 under what a girl is called before she 
is married. 
Put 3 under what lame people do . 
pin I witch spin hip wind 
The first word says 
Put 1 under a part of your body . 
Put 2 under what a top does . 
Put 3 under something that blows . 
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(Jim) 
(Miss) 
(limp) 
(hip) 
(spin) 
(wind) 
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Phonogram -- ight 
Write the word night on ~uhe board. ''We all know the-word 
night. I am ·going to tell you some- -sentences that can be finished 
with words that sound like night. See if you can think of the 
answers. 11 Read the incomplete sentences that follow. Write the 
answers on the board. 
1. -To see at night we turn on the----
2. The opposi.te of wrong is ___ _ 
3. The package was so heavy that he could not pick 
it up if he tried with all his 
4. In a war the soldiers have to 
5. At the circus the clowns are a funny 
----
6 . If we do not -want the rope to slip, the knot has 
to be----
7. A ghost might give you a bad ----
8. Her eyes hurt because the sun ·was -so ___ _ 
9. Father is going on a long trip. He will take an 
airplane----
10. The baby-is not hurt badly . She has only a 
----bump. 
Review the words on the board orally with the children. 
(light) 
(right) 
(might) 
(fight) 
(sight) 
(tight) 
(fright) 
(bright) 
(flight) 
(slight) 
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Phonogram -- ind 
''We know the -word find. I am ·going to tell -you some sentences 
that can be finished with words that sound like find. See if you 
can think of the answers." Read the "incomplete sentences that 
follow. Write the answers on the board. 
1. A person who does nice thing~ for others 
is 
---
2. One who cannot ·see is ___ _.. 
3. Do not eat the watermelon ___ _ 
4. After we fly kites, ·we sometimes have to 
the string back into a ball. 
5. The farmer ·takes wheat to a ·mill where someone 
will it into flour. 
6. If things do not bother us, we say we do 
not them. 
7. The opposite of in front is ---...--
Review the words on the board orally with the children. 
(kind) 
(blind) 
(rind) 
(wind) 
(grind) 
(mind) 
(behind) 
• 
Phonogram -= ir 
Writep· these sentences ·on the board or have them ·duplicated . 
"Here are some sent·ences ··with -words that have ir in them. The ir 
s'ounds the way it does· trr first. Let's read the sentences now .-.. -
1. Kirk "Nill be first in li:ne 
2. "Thank you, sir," said ·the· little girl. 
3 . Bobby was digging--in the dirt·; 
4 . I am not hungry; but I am thirsty. 
5. We stand in a circle to playthis game. 
6 . Try not to get Father's new shirt dirty. 
Write these words on the board. After each exercise is 
completed, have the group read the words and go over the answers 
orally . 
1. bird I third sir stir dirt 
The first word says 
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Put 1 under what mother will do to make a cake. (stir) 
Put 2 under part of the ground. (dirt) 
Put 3 under the ·next after second. (third) 
2. first I skirt thirsty shirt birth 
The first word says ----
Put 1 under the way you feel when you want a drink. (thirsty) 
Put 2 under something mother wears below her blouse. (skirt) 
Put 3 under somethi~g with slee.ves. (shirt) 
• 
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y As Long .:! 
Wri-te !!!Y. on the board. ''We know the word !!!r· When y comes 
at the et).d -of the--word, and there ·ts no other vowel, ·--it has a long 
.:! sound. Tod·ay we are goi.ng to read some words like .&·" ·Write these 
words on the board or have them duplicated. After each exercise is 
completed, have the group read the words and go over the answers 
orally. 
1. my I shy sky sly-
The first word says 
Put 1 under the word for bashful. 
Put 2 under the word for tr·t-cky ·or clever. 
Put 3 under where birds fly. 
2. by I try dry· fry 
The first word says 
Put 1 under the opposite of wet. 
Put 2 under the opposite crf laugh. 
Put 3 under one way to cook. 
3. why fly pry good by 
The first words says 
Put 1 under what we do in a store. 
Put 2 under something birds do. 
Put 3 under the opposite of hello. 
sty 
cry 
buy 
(shy) 
(sly) 
(sky) 
(dry) 
(cry) 
(fry) 
(buy) 
(fly) 
(goodby) 
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Individual Reading Check Review 
Long .!. 
• 
Short i 
ight as in night 
ind as in find 
-- ---
ir as in first 
One bright night some ·kind boys went on a hike. From behind 
a pile of dirt they could hear a ·-whine. The ,m frightened them 
for a while, but they looked and saw that a dog was tted-·with thick 
twine to a pine tree ~ It was -so tight that he could not stir an 
inch. The boys cut the twine with a knife and gave the t ·hirsty dog 
a drink. You should have seen that tired dog smile. 
Phonogram - - ick 
Write the word Dick on the board ; · · ''We know the word Dick . 
I am going to tell you some sentences that can be finished with 
words that sound like Dick~ · See if you can think ·of the an~wers." 
Read the incomplete sentences that follow. Writ~ the answers on 
the board . 
1. When we play football, we ....---- the ball . (kick) 
2. A mother cat washes her kittens ·with her 
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tongue. She them. (licks) 
3. When the apples are ripe, we will __ _ them. 
4. Be sure ~o wear heavy clothing on cold days. We 
do not want you to be __ __ 
5. A lantern has a __ _ 
6. Be careful when you are near briars. Do not 
____ your fingers. 
7. In a circus· the clowns do ----
8. Some buildbtgs are made of ----
9. We put water· on stamps to make them _ ___. __ 
Review the words on the board orally with ·the children . 
(pick) 
(sick) 
(wick) 
(prick) 
(tricks) 
(bricks) 
(stick) 
Write these sentences on the board. "Here. are some sentences 
that have- words like -Dick in them~ · Let'·s read them now." 
1. Last night snow fell, and now the roads are ~· 
2. The butter on that bread ts too ·thick. 
3. Tommy had a pickle with his lunch. 
4. Baby laughs when we tickle him. 
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Phonogram -- ill 
Write will ·on the board; ' · ~e· know· this word. Today we will 
read oth~r words that contai:n ·ill. Let's see if we can guess the 
answers to these riddles. Remember that the answers must contain 
the letters ±11. 11 Write the answers · on the board. 
1. This little girl went up a ·high hill. 
She followed Jack, and she had a spill. 
2. Two nicknames for -William answer ·this game, 
One has a B, and the other a ·w, 
But it's no surprise that they end the same. 
3. When you are tired and ready for bed, 
You look for something soft for your head . 
Write· these· words on the board. 
silly chilly- · spill still fill 
(Jill) 
(Bill and Will or 
Billy and Willy) 
(pillow) 
thrilled 
"I am going to tell you some 
with these words. See if you can 
incomplete sentences that follow. 
or they may bewritten on paper by 
sentences· that can be finished 
find the answers." Read the 
The answers may be given orally 
the children. 
1. When i.t is cold, we feel 
------
2. At a surprise party we might be · ____ _ 
3. When it is not windy, the a:fr -is -----
4. The opposite of wise is ___ _ 
5. Be careful with your milk. Don't it. 
(chilly) 
(thrilled) 
(still) 
(silly) 
(spill) 
Read the words on the board and go over the exercises orally 
with the children. 
Write these words on the board. After each exercise is 
completed, have the children read the words and go over the answers 
orally. 
l. will I kill pill ill mill 
The first word says ----------
Put 
Put 
• 
Put 
2. hill 
The 
Put 
Put 
Put 
1 under a factory ; 
2 under a kind of medicine. 
3 under · a word for sick. 
I sill skill drill 
first word says 
1 under a tool for making holes. 
2 under something near a windoW". 
3 under a stove. 
grill 
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(mill) 
(pill) 
(ill) 
(drill) 
(sill) 
(grill) 
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• 
Phonogram -- ing 
Write the word thing on the board. "We all know the word thing. 
I am going to tell you some sentences that can be finished with words 
like thing. See if you can ~hink of the answers." Read the in-
complete· sentences on the board. Write· the answers on the board. 
1. The children have a song to (sing) 
2. Mother wears a wedding (ring) 
3. The bird cannot fly. It has a broken (wing) 
4. The queen live·s in a castle with a (king) 
s. John has broken his arm. Now he holds it in a 
(sling) 
6 . Flowers start to grow in the 
----
(spring) 
Review the words on the board orally with the children. 
Write these sentences on the board. "Here are some sentences 
with other ing ·words in them·~ Let's read them now. l' 
1. Please bring that strinK ·to me . 
2. Some things cling to our clothes. . It is hard to 
get them off. 
3. Father put new shingles on the house. 
Phonogram -- !a! 
Write- the word think on ·the board. "We know this word. I 
am going-· ·to teli you some sentences that can be ··-finished -with 
words . like think. See if you can think of the answers." Read 
the incompletesentences that follow. Write the answers on the 
board. 
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1. We pour water inta the· ---- (sink) 
2 . Milk ·is good to __ _ 
3. Bright sunlight makes our eyes -----.-
4. We s i:ng a song called,, "---~- -----
Little ,Star". 
5. Mother tries to buy clothes that -will 
not----
Review the words on the board orally with the children. 
(drink) 
(blink) 
(Twinkle, 
Twinkle) 
(shrink) 
Write these sentences on the board or have them duplicated, 
"Here are some sentences that have the letters ink in them. 
Let's read them now."' 
1. Janet has a new pink dress. 
2. Nancy has lost a link from her locket. 
3. Did you just wink your eye? 
4; Mrs. ·White has a new ~ coat. 
5. Patty wants to go to a skating· rink. 
6. Mother wants to sprinkle the clothes. Can you find the 
sprinkle-r for her? 
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Phonogram 1!h 
Write the word -wish on the board •. 11We know -the word-wish. I 
am going to tell you s:ome sentences ·that can be finished with words 
that rhym.e with ~· See if you can ·think of the answers . 11 Read 
the incomplete -sentences that follow. Write the answers on the 
board. 
1. Mother put the potatoes ina (dish) 
2. Father likes to catch · (fish) 
3. A squirrel can its· tatl. (swish) 
4. It is important to all our work. (finish) 
5. On your meat you might have mustard and (relish) 
6. A person who wants ·everything for himself 
is (selfish) 
Review the words on the board orally with the children. 
Individual . Reading Check Review 
ick as in Qick 
ill as in wtll 
ing as in thing 
ink as in think 
ish as in wish 
-.- -
Billy an·d Jill went fishing -one· chilly spring day. They 
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were thrilled to ·bring home a lon-g· s·tring· of -~. They cooked 
them on the grili and put them in · pink dishes. Then they ate them 
with pickles and relish. 
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Phonogram -- oa 
"This is something .we-~ear ·tri cold ·· weather. What is it?" 
Write coat on the blackboard . "Here·· is a word that rhymes with 
coat." . ~rite the following words on the blackboard one at a 
time, and ask these questions. 
1. What can we row in? 
2. What animal likes to live in the mountains? 
3. What did many castles have built around them 
for protection? 
4 . What do we carry on our back when on a camping trip? 
5. What must we always return? 
6. What helps us to keep clean? 
7. What can a lion do very well? 
8. What did many people ride in the o-lden days? 
9 . What do many people have at breakfast time? 
10. What can we do on our sleds? 
11 . What -~s the name of this piece of lumber? 
(boat) 
(goat) 
(moat) 
(load) 
(loan) 
(soap) 
(roar) 
(coach) 
(toast) 
(coast) 
(board) 
''WhQ can circle and read the missing words to these sentences?" 
Use list of words on the board ~ 
1. See the high up on the mountainside. (goat) 
2. Did you my book to Mary? (loan) 
3. Do you know how to a ? (row, boat) 
4. You can not cross the without going (moat) 
over the bridge. 
5. Listen to the of the wind. (roar) 
6. Do you like to use and water? (soap) 
7. May the children on the hill? (coast) 
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8. I like my to be dark brown·. (toast) 
9. The was pulled by four black horses. (coach) 
10. Did you see the children the box with candy? (load) 
e 11. Nail that to the side of the house. (board) 
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Phonogram -- oi 
''Who can tell me the name "Of ·this word·? 11 Write the word 
oil on the blackboard. "Add a .E. to oil and the 'new word will be 
____ ? (boil)" Write each of the following words on the 
blackboard, one at a time, ask the children these questions. 
1. What can water do? 
2. What is another name for dirt? 
3. Something we do when we work very hard? 
4. How can Mother cook a steak? 
5. What will happen to a book if we leave it in the rain? 
6. What ' s another name for a penny? 
7. What do we do when we want to belong t o something? 
8. What does a sharpened pencil have?· 
9. What do we need when we sing? 
10. What mus·t we make when we can have only one of two 
things? 
''Who can read these sentences?" 
1. Please boil t ·he oil so it won't spoil. 
2 . You pay a coin t o join. 
3. His voice made a noise that ·was hard to avoid. 
4 . He can appoint someone of his own choice. 
5. She toiled to make the steak broil. 
(boil) 
(soil) 
(toil) 
(broil) 
(spoil) 
(coin) 
(join) 
(point) 
(voice) 
(choice) 
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Phonogram -- old 
''This word is the opposite of new. What is it?" Write old 
on the board. 
1. Add a .£ to old) you will know how ice feels. 
2. Change the.£ in cold to _g, you will have a metal 
worth a great deal of money. 
3. Change the.& in gold to h· you will have a word 
that means to- hang ern-. 
4. Change the h in hold to .f, you will have a word 
that means to- bend. 
5. Change the i in fold to ~, you will have a word that 
means to shape. 
6. Change the ~ in mold to _£, yop will have a word that 
means to be too forward or daring. 
''Who thinks that he can read these sentences?" Write the 
following on the blackboard. 
1. The old cold is very bold. 
2. He sold that gold mold. 
3. He was told to fold it just so. 
4. Can you hold that cold mold7 
(cold) 
(gold) 
(hold) 
(fold) 
(mold) 
(bold) 
"Each of the six sentences on the blackboard has a missing word. 
Find the missing word on the blackboard and read the complete 
sentence for us." 
sold told mold fold bold gold 
1. Did you see the green ice cream in the ? 
2. Mr. Brown the book to ·· an old man. 
3. Grandmother has us many funny stories. 
4. Can you the paper into · four parts? 
5. In 1849 men were digging for 
6. Sometimes Jonny is too 
(mold) 
(sold) 
(told) 
(fold) 
(gold) 
(bold) 
, 
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Phonogram -- .QQ. 
"Who can tell me the name of these- three ··rhyming words?" 
Write book, cook and louk on the b lac·kboard. "On the blackboard 
ther-e are other words that rhyme -with book, cook and look . Who 
can answer my questions and also circle that answer on the board?" 
Write the following words in groups · of fours. 
moon pool good room 
1. Where can we go swimming? (pool) 
2. Where do we keep our bed? (room) 
3. What can light our way at night? (moon) 
4. How do most cookies taste? (good) 
tool cool hoof loose 
5. How do we like to feel in the summertime? (cool) 
6. Where does the blacksmith put the horse ' s shoe? (hoof) 
7 . What is another name for a hammer? (tool) 
8. What happens to your shoe when it becomes untied? (loose) 
boot hook wood broom 
9. Where can you hang your coat? (hook) 
10. What keeps the fire going? (wood) 
11. What helps to keep the kitchen· floor clean? (broom) 
12. What can leak and get us wet? (boot) 
"Let 1s take the words on the blackboard and make some new 
ones wi t h them." 
1. In the word ~ change the m to !!.• the 
new word w:Ul be (noon) 
2. In the word pool change the 
.E. to sch, 
the new word will be (school) 
3. In the word good change the 
.a to !!'.• 
the new word will be (wood) 
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4 . In t he wor d ~ change t he r to bl, the new wor d (bloom) 
will be 
5. In the word tool change the t tog, the new word 
e will be (stool) 
6. In t he word £Q.Ql change t he £. to i,, the new word 
will be (fool) 
7. In t he wor d hoof, change the h to .E.!.• and t he new 
word will be (proof) 
8. In the word loose change the 1 to ch, the new wor d 
will be (choose) 
9. In the -wor d boo t change the .£ to sh, the new word 
will be . - (shoot ) 
10. In t he wor d ~ change the h to sh, the new word 
will be (shook) 
11. In th~ word wood change t he !t tog_, the new word 
will be (stood) 
12. In t he word broom change the m t-o d t he new word _, 
will be (brood) 
• 
Phonogram .-- .212. 
"This word is the name o-£ a tuy that spins. What··- is -it? 11 
Write top on the blackboard. "I am going to write some incomple-t~ 
sentences on the blackboard. Each sentence has one -word missing. 
Each word has the letters .Q£ as in !Q.E· Who can read the complete 
sent~nces for me?" Write the following sentences in groups of 
fives . Write the corresponding missing words also. 
hop stop crop copy· popcorn 
1. Did you see the rabbit ______ over the ground? 
2. The green light tells us to go, the red light 
tells us to ---------
3. Did you see Monday's of the newspaper? 
4. Do you like to eat while you watch 
television?-
5. The farmer had a very good of corn·. 
poplar adopt moppet- pro~r 
6 0 Can you see that lovely tree on the hill? 
7 . Bobby and Alice decided to the little 
gray kitten. 
8. What is the way to hold · your knife? 
(hop) 
(stop) 
(copy) 
(popcorn) 
(crop) 
popular 
(poplar) 
(adopt) 
(proper) 
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9. Is that the most song this week? (popular) 
10. Daddy calls Susan his little (moppet) 
''Who can go. to the blackboard, read and circle the right 
answers to these questions?" 
1. What tastes. good with salt and butter on it? (popcorn) 
2. What can a rabbit do? (hop) 
3. What word means to do as someone else does? (copy) 
4. What does the farmer gather every year? (crop) 
s. What do cars do when they see a red light? (stop) 
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6 . What is the name of a tall straight tree? (poplar) 
7. What word means to do something in the right way? (proper) 
• 
8. What do -we do when we want to make a pet our 
very own? (adopt) 
9. What happens to a song when everyone likes it? (popular) 
10. What is another name for a small child? (moppet) 
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Individual Reading Check Review 
.2!!. as in coat 
.....----
oi as in oil 
old as in 
.!21.£ 
.QQ as in~ 
.2.2 as in top 
The goat took a hop towards the· popcorn crop. But on the way, 
he stepped on a board which gave such a ~ that he stood on the 
wood and moved no more. 
The cold took a bold hold upon the oil. It toiled to make 
it broil but it neV"er reached the point of boi.l. It made a noise 
like a .E.QE, then it stopped. Do you ·think the uil will spoil 
if it doesn't broil. 
e 
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Phonogram - ~ .£!: 
''Who can tell me the answers to these riddles?" Wr"ite the 
correct replies on the blackboard as they are gi:ven:, 
1. Mr. Pig will morn if ·he can't" get· his (corn) 
2. Open the _ door to get some ___ _ (more) 
3. Jonny is in his glory when he can tell a _____ _ (story) 
4. You carr see the sun dawning in the ------- (morning) 
5. Do you think Shorty can be ________ _ (forty) 
6. Who can tell what's in store at the 
----
(shore) 
7. They built the fort for the ---- (sport) 
8. Don't borrow the money~·----- (tomorrow) 
9. Was it Jack Horner who sat in the _____ ? (corner) 
10 . It was the labor of our-------- (neighbor) 
''Who can go to the blackboard, read and circle the right 
answers to these questions?" 
1. Name something to eat. (corn) 
2. Where wi 11 we find water? (shore) 
3. Which word rhymes with tore? (more) 
4. When does the day begin? (morning 
5. What do we like to listen to? (story) 
6. Name a number. (forty) 
7. What is basketball? (sport) 
8. WhO li-ves next door? (neighbor) 
9 . What do we call the day after· today? (tomorrow) 
10. Where was Jack Horner sitting? (corner) 
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''Who can read these sentences?" 
1. Jane went· to the store for more oranges. 
2. Let·' s explore the northern shore. 
3. Make a border for the door and the floor. 
4. Forty-four foe forced the fort to let go. 
Phonogram - - ot 
"Here is a word·-we all know. What ·is it?" Write not on the 
blackboard. "Let's change theg "innot to]:, what will the new 
word be? As I write these words on the blackboard, I am going to 
give you a clue to its name." 
1. This word tells us how the stove can feel. (hot) 
2. This is the nameof a kind of bed. (cot) 
3. Sometimes we do this with a pencil . (jot) 
4. A horse can do this very well. (trot) 
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5 . This is the name of a small house. (cottage) 
6. This material comes froma plant. (cotton) 
7. Some cups and dishes are made with this. (pottery) 
8. Boy Scouts and Girl Scouts learn one of these. (motto) 
9. This is the name of a small piece of land. (plot) 
10. This is a v-shaped mark. (notch) 
''Who can read these sentences for me?" Write the following 
on the blackboard. 
1. See the horse trot over the plot. 
2. Did you jot down that dot over the cot? 
3. Did you spot that hot shot. 
4. There is a motto by the notch on the cotton. 
5. There is a dot on the pottery in the cottage. 
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Phonogram -- .2.!::! 
''Who can tell me the name -of ·this word?" Write the-·word out 
on the blackboard. "If I add sh to out, what word will I have?" 
Write each of the following words on t ·he blackboard, one at a time, 
ask the children these questions. 
1. What can the clock tell us? 
2 . What does Mother use to bake a cake? 
3. Name the place we live in? 
4. What's anot·her word for a big noise? 
5. What can be white and fluffy or dark and stormy? 
6 . What helps us to eat? 
7. What's the name of a warm wind·? 
8. What is another word for twic·e as many? 
9. What can a kitten make wit·h a ball of yarn1 
10 . . What littl-e animal frightens many people? 
(hour) 
(flour) 
(house) 
(loud) 
(cloud) 
(mouth) 
(south) 
(double) 
(trouble) 
(mouse) 
"I am going to write inc-omplete sentences on the blackboard. 
Find the missing word and read the completed sentence to me·• " Use 
the word list· on the board. 
1. There will be- a shower on the· (hour) 
2. Hear the crowd. (loud) 
3. Does have the power to make a cake? (flour) 
4. Did you find your blouse in the ? (house) 
5. Did you see the bubble? (double) 
6 . See the lazy drifting by outside . (cloud) 
7 . The soup can burn your (mouth) 
8 . The little black ran around the house. 
----
(mouse) 
9. There will be double----------- if you touch that shovel . (trouble) 
10 . Where is the boundary line that divides the north 
and the ? (south) 
Phonogram -- ound 
I 
i 
"Here is a word that we all know." Write round on the 
blackboard. 
1 • Add an !!_ to round' you wi 11 have a -word 
that means- something- near by. · 
2. Change the· ~ in around to~' you will have 
the name•··t:J£-· the land around us·; 
3. Change the .&!: in ground to J2., you will have a 
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(around) 
(ground) 
word that· t ·ells what · the great ·sea F"aves do to· the rocks.(pound) 
4. Change the .E. in pound to .!?., you will have a word that 
meana ·to tie something together. (bound) 
5. Change the.!?. in bound to ~' you will have another word 
for nois-e. (sound) 
6. Change the~ in sound to£, you will have a word that 
means to discover something · that was lost. (found) 
7. Change the 1 in found to h' you will have another 
name for dog. (hound) 
8. Change the h in hound to ~~ you will have another 
name for a small hill. (mound) 
''Who can read these sentences· for me? 11 
1. We looked around the ground for the lost locket. 
2. Listen to the sound of the· waves pounding the shore. 
3. The hound had wound and bound htmself to the tree. 
4. We found footsteps around the mound. 
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Phonogram -- .Qli ~-. •· ·' 
' '~ho can tell me the answers to these riddles?" write the 
c9rrect rtpl·ies o~ the blackboard as they are ·given·. 
1. Joe can show him how to (row) 
2. Sow the seeds down (low) 
3. The win-d will blow, I just (know) 
4. Watch the snow slowly (grow) 
5. The trail to follow is the one to the (hollow) 
6. Listen to that fellow (bellow) 
7. It may be to your sorrow if you------------- (borrow) 
8. Don't you know how much money you __ -____ ? (owe) 
9 . Through the window flew the yellow------ (pillow) 
10. On the morrow is -------------- (tombrrow) 
''Who can go to the blackboard, read and circle the right 
answers to the-se questions?" 
1. What can you do in a boat? (row) 
2. What word is the opposite of- high? (low) 
3. What is another word for a loud yell? (bellow) 
4. What can you rest your head- on? (pillow) 
5. What happens to plants when you water them? (grow) 
6. What day will never fail to come? (tomorrow) 
7. What is another name for a hole in a tree? (hollow) 
8. What is another word for unders~tand? (know) 
9. What do we do sometimes when we need something? (borrow) 
10. What is '"another way to say, we must return something 
we have borrowed? (owe) 
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''Who can read these sentences for me?"· 
1. Watch the snow put on a show as it· grows. 
2. I know a fellow who can really bellow·. 
3. The yellow willow can borrow the · pillow. 
4. Follow the hollow sometime tomorrow. 
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Phonogram -- .Qli 
''What animal is this? Write··the·-word ~ on the blackboard. 
"I am go-ing to write some incomplete- sentences .on the blackboard. 
Can you find the missing word and read the complete sentences for 
me?" Write the following sentences in groups of fours. Write the 
corresponding missing words also. 
now cow how plow· 
1 . The red and white -.....,.....- 1 ikes· to s it in the shade . (cow) 
2. A farmer use-s a 
---
to get the garden ready . (plow) 
3. is a question word. (how) 
4. Is there time to go to the park, ____ ?- (now) 
shower- bro~ crowd flower 
5. A large- gathe-ring of people is called a ---- (crowd) 
6. A light rain is sometimes called a ----- (shower) 
7. Soil can be' almost any shade of ----- (brown) 
8. Do you know the name of that blue ____ ? (flower) 
tow~l allow town· prowl 
9. Most schools do not----- dogs to stay. (allow) 
10. A _.. can become a-ci.ty ·if ·there are 
enough· people 1 iving in it·. (town) 
ll. Many animals like to at night. (prowl) 
12. There are many ways to use a at the beach. (t{)wel) 
''Who will read these sentences for me?-" 
1. Now how can a cow plow through the crowd? 
2. Down to the town went· the old clown. 
3. Now how does a flower use a towel after a shower? 
4. Allow the brown plow through now. 
Individual Reading Check Review 
..Q! as in for 
ot as ·· -tn not· 
ou as -±n out 
ow a.s in now· 
ow as in snow 
-
"1,; I 
~ -did you hear a sound :.ft'tnn ·aroumi the·· "L"'Drner ·or ·the 
store? It seemed to come . -from th~·--brown ground ·beneath the floor . 
.t . -
See the !2!:ill crowd around. They know how to come on --·the double 
at the sound of trouble. 
I forgo-t the .£2! by the ~-cottage dour. If··i.t- ·hadn't 
been for the £2!!, I would be there ~· The ~ got .. into the 
flower £.Ql. I thought it would take her an hour to ·.!!:2! to a 
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Phonogram - ~ fEl 
''Who can tell me the name of this word?" 
blackboard. 
1. In the word boy£ change the _2 to _£, the 
new word wiii be · something to play wtth. 
2 . Change the_£ in toy to l ; the new word 
is a kind of happiness . 
Write '!lQx. on the 
i 
(toy) 
(joy) 
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3. Add~ to l2Y$ the new word tells how 
many children feel about ice cream. (enjoy) 
"In each of the following sentences there is a word missing. 
Can you find the missing word on the blackbo-ard?" Write the 
following words and sentences on the board. 
loyal royal employer employee 
1. The king and queen belong to the------- family. (royal) 
2, Rover has always been very =-_,.....,__,....,.., to his m~~ter , (loyal) 
l. lt h a joy t o work wtt.h that boy, 
2, The royal blue toy b the one I enJoy, 
3. Mr . Joy is an employer who emp loys many employees . 
Write -these · sentences on the blackboard. "Here are some 
sentences that have words -with long ~ sounds in them. The u 
sounds the way it does in use . Let's read them now . " 
1 . Mathe~ put ice cubes in the water. 
2. Jane's baby sister -is- cute. 
3. An elephantu is a huge- animal. 
4. The children were singing-. ·We could hear the music . 
5. Our country is called the United States . 
"I atq ~ing to say some sentenc·es that can be finished with a 
word that has a long J:! sound . Tell me the right word, and I wUl 
write it on the ·board." 
1. The first month of the year is (January) 
2. When men use dynamite, · they light a (fuse) 
3. Nursesin a hospital dress alike. They wear 
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(uniforms) 
4. The children in a school are the · 
-----
(pupils) 
5. Pickles are made from 
-----...,.-- (cucumbers) 
Review the words on the board orally with the children. 
e 
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Short u -- Medial Position 
Write ~the-word run on the· board . . ·~ know the word run. Q 
has a short sound in7un. When!! is in the middle of avrord, and 
there is no other vowel, it usually has a short sound." Write these 
words on the board. 
mud 
rug 
stump 
crust 
shut 
mumps 
muff 
buzz 
skunk 
cub 
"I am going to tell you about some of these words. Find the 
one that I am talking about." The answers may be -given orally, 
or they may be written on paper by the children. 
1. This is a black and white animal. 
2. This is wet dirt. 
3 , This is part of a pie, 
4. Children sometimes have this sickness. Their 
cheeks are usually fat when they have· it. 
5. A little girl might use this to keep her hands warm. 
6. When a tree is cut, this is the part that is left 
in the ground. 
7~ A bee can do this. 
8. This ·is a floor covering. 
(skunk) 
(mud) 
(crust) 
(mumps) 
(muff) 
(stump) 
(buzz) 
(rug) 
Read thewords on the board and go over the exercises orally 
with the children. 
Write these words on the board or have them duplicated. After 
each exercise is completed, have the group read the words and 
go over the answers orally; 
1. but I cuff hut trunk tub 
The first word says 
Put 1 under part of an elephant. (trunk) 
Put 2 under part of a sleeve, (cuff) 
Put 3 under a house some boys might make. (hut) 
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2. much I bus pup junk bug 
The first word says 
e Put 1 under a dog . (pup) 
Put 2 under trash. (junk) 
Put 3 under an insect. (bug) 
Phonogram -- uck 
Write the -word duck on the board. ''We know this word. 
Today we are going to read that sound like duck. I am going to 
tell you some sentences that can be finished with words that have 
the letters uck in them. See if you can think of the answers." 
Read the incomplete sentences that follow. Write the answers on 
the board. 
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1. Sand for icy roads is carried in a ___ _ (truck) 
2. All of us wish you good __ _ 
3. Johnnie could not move his foot out of the mud 
because it was 
4. In baseball, when a batter has not hit the ball after 
three tries, we say he has out. 
5 . A wooden pail can be called a 
-----
Review the words on the board orally with the children. 
(luck) 
(stuck) 
(struck) 
(bucket) 
Write the sentenc·es on the board. "Here are some sentences 
that have words like duck in them. Let ~ s read them now." 
1 , Susan will tuck her doll in bed. 
2 . Bill thinks he is lucky when he has a rabbit's foot. 
3. The children picked huckleberries that afternoon. 
Phonogram -- ump 
Write the word jump on the board. ''We all know this word . 
Today we will read some words like jump. I am going to tell you 
some sentences that can be finished with words that have the 
letters ump in them. See if you can think of the answers." 
Read the incomplete sentences that follow. Write the answers on 
the board. 
1. A camel has a 
---
(hump) 
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2 . A road that is not smooth is (bumpy) 
3 . Sometimes pudding is not smooth. 
It is 
4. If you were very cross, we might call you 
5. Father takes our junk to the 
6. A sickness that some children have is 
called the 
----
7. When a tree is chopped down, the part that 
is left above the ground is the ___ _ 
8. This egg man had a great fall. 
9 . The person who referees a baseball game is 
calle d an ___ _ 
(lumpy) 
(grumpy) 
(dump) 
(mumps) 
(stump) 
(Humpty Dumpty) 
(umpire) 
Review the words on the board orally with the children . 
Write these sentences on the board. "Here are some sentences 
that have words like jump in them. Le£'s read them now." 
1. For our dinner we had a plump chicken. 
2 . Bumpety, bump r bump went the children on the big white horse. 
3. Mother cooked an apple slump. We put apples over the dumplings 
when we ate them. 
4 . Grandmother baked a pumpkin pie . 
5. Tommy plays a trumpet in the high school band. 
Phonogram -- ur 
Write these sentences on the board or have them duplicated . 
"Here are some sentences that have words with ur in them . The u · 
sounds the way it does in hurt. Let's read them now . " 
1 . We do not come to school on Saturday. 
2. Pa t ty cried when her balloon burst. 
3 . Jack hurt his foot last Thursday. 
4. The kitten's fur is wet from the snow. 
5. That little girl has curly hair. 
6. Mo t her has a new purse. 
7 . Dick has a pet turtle. 
8 . Bobby has a cowboy hat and some boots and spurs. 
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Write these words on the board . After the exercise is completed, 
have the group read the words and go over the answers orally . 
1. hurt I curve surprise purple church 
The first word says 
Put 1 under a color. (purple) 
Put 2 under a place to worship God. (church) 
Put 3 under something that is not straight. (curve) 
Phonogram -- ~ 
Write these sentences on the board or have them duplicated. 
"Here are some sentences with words like just in them. The 
words have ·the letters ~ in them. Let's read them now." 
1 . ''It must have rained all night," cried Patty. 
2. A gust ofwind blew Mr. Bnown's hat down the street. 
3 . Every Saturday Jane dusts the -things in her room . 
4. Ted had to take the rust off his sled before he could use it. 
·5. Jinnny has a dog named Rusty . 
6 . Mother cut a hole in the top crust of the pie. 
7 . Billy could trust Dick to take good care of the pets. 
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Individua1 Read-ing Check Review 
Long ~ 
Short ~ 
uck as in duck 
ump as ·±n l!!!!!P. 
ur as in hurt 
- --
us.t as in just 
Tell the children that this a story about Susan's pets. 
Susan's turtle got stuck -in the mud in a rusty bucket, so 
now it lives in a purple tub. Curly and Rusty are her cut-e .P..!:!E§.. 
One day they ran after a skunk that was .eating bugs in the stump 
of an old tree trunk . 
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Exerc-ises iti. Changing Vowel Sounds 
Write these . exercises on: the bdatdor · have them duplicated. 
After each exercise is completed, hav~ .the group read the words and 
go over the answers orally. 
1. by I bee · boo .bay boy 
The first word says 
Put 1 under an insect. (bee) 
Put 2 under a body of water·.; (bay) 
Put 3 under a frightening sound. (boo) 
2 . cat I cut . caught coat cart 
The first word says 
Put 1 under something we · wear-. (coat) 
Put 2 under what we do with scissors. (cut) 
Put 3 under a wagon. (cart) 
3 . foot I fit fat feet fight 
The first word says 
Put 1 under what we use when we walk. (feet) 
Put 2 under the opposite of thin . (fat) 
Put 3 under what boxers do . (fight) 
4 . pan I pen pin pain pine 
The first word says 
Put 1 under an evergreen tree. (pine) 
Put 2 under a piece of jewelry. (pin) 
Put 3 under what we use when we write with ink .' (pen) 
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5. not I net nut note night 
The first word says 
Put l under something we eat. (nut) 
Put 2 under a little letter. (note) 
Put 3 under the opposite of day . (night) 
6. fan I fin fun fine fern 
The first word says 
Put l under a plant. (fern) 
Put 2 under what we have at a party. (fun) 
Put 3 under part of a fish . (fin) 
7. hat I heat hit hut hurt 
The first word says 
Put l under a simple kind of house. (hut) 
Put 2 under what a batter does to the ball. (hit) 
Put 3 under what pain does . (hurt) 
8. man I men mean moan moon 
The fir st word says 
Put l under what we sometimes see at night. (moon) 
Put 2 under the opposite of women. (men) 
Put 3 under the opposite of kind. (mean) 
9 . sell I sail seal sole soil 
The first word says 
Put l under a water animal. (seal) 
Put 2 under a part of a boat. (sail) 
Put 3 under a part of a shoe . (sole) 
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10. sat I · sit set seat suit 
The first word says 
• 
Put 1 under something a boy wears . (suit) 
Put 2 under a chair. (seat) 
Put 3 under what we do in a chair. (sit) 
11. led I lad lid laid lead 
The first word says 
Put 1 under a boy. (lad) 
Put 2 under a cover for a pan. (lid) 
Put 3 under the opposite of follow . (lead) 
12. call I curl Carl cool coal 
The first word says 
Put 1 under the opposite of warm. (cool) 
Put 2 under a boy's name. (Carl) 
Put 3 under a fuel that is burned in stoves and furnaces. (coal) 
. 13. bad I bed bud bead beard 
The firs t word says 
Put 1 under a flower before it blooms. (bud) 
Put 2 under a place to sleep. (bed) 
Put 3 under the hair on a man's chin . (beard) 
14. had I head hood hard herd 
The first wor d says 
Put 1 under a part of our bodies . (head) 
e Put 2 under the opposite of easy. (hard) 
Put 3 under a covering for your head. (hood) 
15. but I boot beet bait 
The first word says 
Put 1 under a vegetable. 
Put 2 under what we use to catch fish. 
Put 3 under something -to -wear on a fo-ot. 
16. Paul I pail pile pool 
The first word says ___ _ 
Put 1 under a stack. 
Put 2 under a long stick. 
Put 3 under a place for swimming. 
17. pick I peek pack puck 
The first word says -------· 
Put 1 under a kind of meat. 
bat 
pole 
pork 
Put 2 under what we do when we fill our suitcases. 
Put 3 under what we do when we take a little look. 
18. sack / sake sock sick 
The first word says. ____ __ 
Put 1 under what is worn under a shoe. 
Put 2 under the opposite of well. 
soak 
Put 3 under what very much rain will do to the ground. 
19. shut I short shoot 
The first word says 
Put 1 under a kind of bedding. 
Put 2 under the opposite of long. 
Put 3 under something a boy wears. 
shirt sheet 
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(beet) 
(bait) 
(boot) 
(pile) 
(pole) 
(pool) 
(pork) 
(pack) 
(peek) 
(sock) 
(sick) 
(soak) 
(sheet) 
(short) 
(shirt) 
20. 
• 
21. 
22. 
clack I clock click clerk 
The first word says 
Put 1 under a time teller. 
Put 2 under a store salesman. 
Put 3 under a sound. 
still I stall stale stole 
The first word says 
Put 1 under a strong metal. 
Put 2 under the opposite of fresh. 
Put 3 under a place in a barn for a horse. 
stake I stack stick st~;>rk 
The- first word says 
Put 1 under 
Put 2 under 
Put 3 under 
a bird with a big bill. 
a piece 
a pile. 
of wood. 
Boston University 
School of Educat ion 
Library 
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cloak 
(clock) 
(clerk) 
(click) 
steel 
(stee l ) 
(stale) 
(stall) 
stuck 
(stork) 
(stick) 
(stack) 
• 
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Beginning Consonant Blend -- cl 
"Who can tell me the answers to these riddles? They all begin 
with cl." ·Write the correct replies on the blackboard as they are 
given:-
1. Did you hear the snap (clap) 
2. Did you say his name was (clay) 
3. It was you who gave us the (clew) 
4. Did you say that bean was (clean) 
5. Did you see Sam dig for the (clam) 
6. Who lpcked the (clock) 
7. Rover is over there in the (clover) 
8. Did you see that frown on the (clown) 
9. You ~ 11 find the skipper on the (clipper) 
10. Was he never so very ? (clever) 
'~ho can go to the blackboard, read and circle the right 
answers to these questions?" 
1. What do you need to solve a mystery? (clue) 
2 . What plant do cows like to eat? (clover) 
3. Who lives by the ocean or a lake? (clam) 
4. What keeps the time for us? (clock) 
5. Who is always at the circus? (clown) 
6. What is the name of a very beautiful ship? (clipper) 
7 . What can we mold with our hands? (clay) 
8. How should our hands be when we sit down for dinner? (clean) 
9. What do we do when we like a play? (clap) 
10 , Which word rhymes with lever? (clever) 
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Beginning Consonant Blend -- fl 
"There are six words on the blackboard. Who can find the 
words I am going to talk about?" Write the words in groups of six 
and ask the · fi.ve- following questions. 
flower flame float floor fly flood 
1. Place 1 under the word that · has a nice scent or smell. 
2. Place 2 under the--word that tells ·what we can do in the water. 
3. Place 3 under the word that is something to stand on. 
4. Place 4 under the word that t ·ells what a fire can make. 
5. Place 5 under the name of a small insect. 
flakes flag flash flier fleet flip 
1. Place 1 under the word that tells how we see lightning. 
2. Place 2 under the word that tells who flies an airplane . 
3. P1ace 3 under the word that means a group of ships. 
4. Place 4 under the word that tells how snow falls. 
5. Place 5 under the thing that every country has. 
flap flaw flatcar flint flake flax 
1. Place 1 under the word that tells what linen is made of. 
2. Place 2 under the word that the Indians used to start 
their fires. 
3. Place 3 under the word that tells what birds do with 
their wings. 
4. Place 4 und~r the word that means there i-s an error or mistake. 
5. Place 5 under the name of a railroad car. 
Be-ginn-ing Consonant Blend - :gl 
''There. a.~e 1;1i-x: wcn;d§ on th~ bl~~klnnn·d. Wno <:;An ·ftncl th~ 
word~ I; am s.qing ta ta.lk AbCJYt1 "- Wl'tte the ward6 in grgup~;~ g t' 
~i~ ~nd IHlk t:h~ Hve fg-Uowins qu@lttm.nil. 
~lAd gla.~§ gUda slucr Blow- slg-be 
1. Place l under the word that holds stamp-a- to lotten. 
2. Place 2 unde1: the-word that means happy, 
3. Place 3 under the-word that tells what -we drink from. 
4. Place 4 under the -word that tells what paper planes will do. 
5. Place 5 under the word that tells what we live on. 
Slitter glimpse glider glacier gloom glory 
1. Place 1 under the word that means something shiny. 
2. Place 2 under the word that means a quick look. 
3. Place 3 under the -word that means a large body of ice. 
4 . Place 4 ·under the word that means a dark place, 
5. Place 5 under the word that is a kind of airplane. 
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Beginning Consonant Blend -- .£!. 
''What do we all like to do at one time or another?" Writi! the 
word .l!!!,y on the blackboard. "I am going to write some incomplete 
sentences on the blackboard, Can you find the missing word and 
read the complete sentence for me?" Write the following sentences in 
groups of fours, Writ·e the corresponding missing words also. 
plum plane plus plate 
1 . We use a sign in addition. 
2. Priscilla has a tree ·in her back yead. 
3. That silver is flying very low. 
4. Pleas put the on the table. 
plume plaid plumber -plow 
5. We watched the farmer his corn field. 
6. Did you see the_ on that soldiers hat? 
7. Jane has a new .skirt to match her mother's, 
8, Mother asked the ___ to fix the leaky faucet; 
planet plastic plenty please 
9, 
--------• may I have another piece of cake? 
10 , Do you know which 11 clo .. ·et to earth? 
ll, You can find many toy• in a toy store, 
12. There ar of cookies in the cookie jar, 
''Who will read thue 11ntence1 for me?" 
l. The planet plucked a plum for the plumber, 
2, Th pla1tic plane plowed the platform. 
3, The plant plucked the pleat with plea1ure, 
4. The plaid plum played on the plain. 
5, He planned to plead for a place in the lead, 
(plus) 
(plum) 
(plane) 
(plate) 
(plow) 
(plume) 
(plaid) 
(plumber) 
(plea18) 
(planet) 
(plastic) 
(plenty) 
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Beginning Consonant Blend -• !l 
"This is something we all do every night." Write sleep on the 
blackboard . "Here are some words that begin the same way as sleep. 
As I write thesewords on the blackboard, I am going to give you 
a clue to its name.'' Write each word on the board one at a time. 
Read the following sentences. 
1. A fox can be this way. 
2. This word rhymes with Jim. 
3. We can use this when there is snow on the ground. 
4 . A turtle can walk this way . 
5. Sometimes the wind helps the door to do this. 
6. This is the name for very wet snow. 
7 . We can do this to bread. 
8. This can be just like a splinter. 
9 . We never want to look this way. 
10 . In the winter, some people still travel in this. 
11 . This is another word for sleep . 
'~ho can circle and read the missing words to these 
sentences? 11 Use the list of words on the board. 
1. Try not to the door. 
2. Martha received a new for her birthday. 
3. Jim is very tall and 
4 . Mr . Fox can be very __ when he is looking for food. 
5. Babies can be very eaters. 
6. Don ' t get your feet wet in that 
7 . Our dog Rover, is in deep 
8 . When your shirt tail shows, you look 
(sly) 
(slim) 
(sled) 
(slow) 
(slam) 
(slush) 
(slice) 
(sliver) 
(sloppy) 
(sleigh) 
(slumber) 
(slam) 
(sled) 
(slim) 
(sly) 
(slow) 
(slush) 
(slumber) 
(sloppy) 
9. There are two horses pulling the-------
10. The kitten has a in her paw. 
11. Betsy has learned how to ______ bread. 
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(sleigh) 
(sliver) 
(slice) 
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Individual Readina Check Review 
, ~ ~ .. \
£1 a• in .e,W 
• !! a a in flower 
.&1 as in glad 
.e1. as in E!!I. 
ll as in ili,g 
Whi-le- sitting in the clay, I heard a young ~ say to 
a flower, do you think it will shower? The plum-colored flower 
slowly raised her plume and opened two sleepy eyes. It is plain 
to see that you better flee and be glad that you are not me. 
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Beginning Consonant Blend -- cr 
"There are--many--words that· begiTI ·with the letters cr · like 
crack . Today I am going to -say--some ':rhymes. See if you can 
finish them with a cr word." Write the answers- on the board. 
1. Mother took off baby's bib. 
Then she put her in her __ _ 
2. A king got ready to go to town. 
He wore ·his robe and· his polished 
----
3. Mother watched the coffee steam. 
Then she got· sugar and 
----
4. I really thought thatyou would know 
That old black bird was just a 
---
5. Suzy likes to play with her jacks. 
She keeps them far away from ___ _ 
(crib) 
(crown) 
(cream) 
(crow) 
(cracks) 
"I am going to· tell you··sbme "Sentences that can be finished with 
words that have the lette·rs .£!. i:n them. See --i-f you can think .. of the 
answers . " Read the incomplete · sentences that follow. Write the 
answers on the· b-oard. 
1 . We color with our -----
2. Please· eat your cake at the table. Try not to 
drob tlhe · 
----
3. Potato chips are good when they are' fre-sh and 
4. Snails move from plp.ce· to place· by ___ _ 
5. Early in· the fall the farmer harvests his 
6 . We are not happy when we feel angry or __ _ 
(crayons) 
(crumbs) 
(crisp) 
(crawling) 
(crops) 
(cross) 
Review the words on the board orally with the children . 
Write these words on the board . After each exercise is com-
pleted, have the group read the words and go over the answers 
orally . 
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1. crack I crate crust crowd creep 
The first word -says 
Put 1 under the ·outside ·part of· a loaf of bread~ (crust) 
Put 2 under what babies do before"· they walk. (creep) 
Put 3 under-a large groop o£ people. (crowd) 
2. crow I cricket crooked · cracker cradle 
The first word· ·says 
Put 1 under ·· something .. to eat. (cracker) 
Put 2 under an insect ; (cricket) 
Put 3 under a baby's bed. (cradle) 
• 
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Beginnihg Consonant Bl~nd -- dr 
Wr tt·e the-.ro-rd- drgp··un ·the···bmrrd. ''We··irncw -the··-word·-d:rop . 
Today we are -'going to ·read otrher···word-s that have· the · le·t=-t'e-rs-'-dr 
in them . I am cgoing··to te-11 you some -s-entences-·that can be -
finished ·with words that have the ·retters ··tb: . in them, See '"f·f 
you can think of the answers ~ " Read the incomplete sentences 
that follow . Write the answers on the board. 
1. Susan wants some ·milk to 
---
2. Jane will wear her pretty new · 
3. In the-high school band, Tom beats the 
---
4. After Jerry went to bed, he -had a 
5. The faucet is still turned on. I can 
hear the ·water 
6. Mother has prescriptions from the doctor 
filled at the 
7. Jinnny forgot his umbrella. By the time he 
got home; he was 
(drink) 
(dress) 
(drum) 
(dream) 
(dripping) 
(drugstore) 
(drenched) 
Review the words on the board orally with the children , 
Write these words on the board. After the exercise is completed, 
have the group read the words and go over the answers orally, 
1. drop I dragon driveway draperies drainer 
The first word says 
Put 1 under a ferocious animal. (dragon) 
Put 2 under things we hang at our windows. (draperies) 
Put 3 under a part of a yard. (driveway) 
Write these sentences on the board . "Here are some sentences 
that have words like drop in them. Let's read them now." 
1. One hundred children drank milk in the drugstore. 
2. The driver could not get his car through the snowdrift. 
3, Write your name and addr-ess on the backs of all your drawings. 
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Beginning Consonant Blend -- fr 
"There ar-e many words that begin with the letter-s fr like 
friend. I am going to say some rhymes . See if you can finish 
them with an fr word." Write the answers on the board. 
1 . We looked at the unhappy clown. 
On his -face -he wore- a big ___ _ 
2. It was s.urely funny to see 
The rabbit when we set him __ __ 
3. It was dark on Halloween night. 
Goblins came· to give us a 
4. Mother says we may go shopping some day. 
I do hope that we may go next 
5 . Of all desserts that I have chosen, 
The best is ice cream when it 1s 
6. Westward went the brave pioneers. 
They had to open new _____ _ 
(frown) 
(free) 
(fright) 
(Friday) 
(frozen) 
(frontiers) 
"I am going .to tell you some sentences that can be fini-shed 
with words that have the letters fr in them. See if you can think 
of the answers." Read the incomple-t-e -sentences that follow. Write 
the answ.ers on the board. 
1. Apple-s, pears, and bananas are -all kinds of -----
2 • Around pictures we · sometimes put 
3. Our guests came to the ___ _ door. 
4. For s upper we had French potatoes ; 
-----
5. we say t hat -our windows are painted with ice 
by Jack ____ _ 
6 . Aunt Mary puts vegetables in the crisper to 
keep them 
7 . At each end of Barbara's new scarf there is a 
wide 
8. Mother can keep ice cream for a long time if she 
puts it in a -----
(fruit) 
(frames) 
(front) 
(fried) 
(Frost) 
(fresh) 
(fringe) 
(freezer) 
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Review the -words .on the board orally with the childre-n; 
Write these s-ent-enees -on the board. "Here are some sentences 
that have· words · like friend in them ; Let's read them now." 
1 . Friendly Fred has many freckles. 
2 . Frank put """the frightened frog back into the water . 
e 
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Beginning Consonant Blend -- .&!: 
"There are-nany words that begin with the -letter-s .8.!: like 
grass. I am going to say some rhymes. See i -f you can finish 
them with a .&!: word." Write the -answers on the board. 
1. We did not -hear a single sound, 
When the -snowflakes fell on the __ _ 
2. All the farmers will want to know, 
When their seeds have begun to 
3. All of our people are proud of this land. 
We think that our country is really 
---
4. High overhead flew the pass~ng-er plane, 
Over mountains, rivers, and fields of 
---
5. The w~dding rec~ption was held in that room. 
Everyone present met the bride -and the 
Review the words on the board orally with the children. 
(ground) 
(grow) 
(grand) 
(grain) 
(groom) 
Write these words on the board or have them duplicated, Aft-er 
each exercise is completed, have the group read the words and go 
over the answers orally . 
1. grow I grape grave grunt Grace 
The first word says 
Put 1 under a girl's name. (Grace) 
Put 2 under what we would find in a cemetary . (grave) 
Put 3 under a small fruit. (grape) 
2. green I grunt grin great growl 
The first word says 
Put 1 under what a pig does. (grunt) 
Put 2 under wha t a dog does. (growl) 
Put 3 under a big smile. (grin) 
3. 
4. 
grass I grassy grumpy 
The first word says 
Put 1 unde-r a food. 
Put 2 under what we are when we want too much 
for ourselves. 
Put 3 under what we are when we are cross or 
unpl-easant. 
grandfather / graveyard grasshopper 
The first word says ------~ 
Put 1 under food. 
Put 2 under a cemet~y. 
Put 3 under an insect. 
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greedy 
(gravy) 
(greedy) 
(grumpy) 
groceries grapevine 
(groceries) 
(graveyard) 
(grasshopper) 
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Consonant Blend -- Er 
"There are many words that begin with .E.!. like pretty. I am 
going to say some rhymes. See if yo~ can finish them with a .E!: . 
word." 
l. On birthdays it is always pleasant 
To watch the one who opens 
2. In school we listen to the teacher. 
In church we listen to the 
3. I went to the grocery store for rice. 
I took out my money to pay the 
4. ''My babies are grand," said Mother out 
"Of all my children I am very " 
Write these words on the board. 
(presents) 
(preacher) 
(price) 
loud. 
(proud) 
praise apron promise prick practice- · prollounce-
"I am going to · t ·ell you ·some--sentences· that 
these words. See if you can find the answers." 
sentences that follow. The answers may be given 
may be written on paper by the children. 
1. We must never break a 
----
2. The way we ·· say words is the way we 
them. 
3. The opposite of scold is 
4. Pa::>pl-e who want to ski well must spend much 
time in -------
5. To kel!p her dress clean in the kitchen, Mother 
wears an ____ _ 
can be finished with 
Read the incomplete 
orally , or they 
(promise~ 
(pronounce) -
(praise) 
(practic~) 
(apron) 
Review the words on the board orally with the children. 
Write these words .on the board. After each exercise is COII\-
pleted, have the group read thewords and go over the answers 
orally. 
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1. pray I prune prize print prince 
The first word says 
e Put 1 under a king's son. (prince) Put 2 under a dried plum. (prune) 
Put 3 under an award. (prize} 
2. pretty I principal prince-u pretzel pretend 
The first word says 
Put 1 unde-r- ·the daughter of a king and queen. (princess) 
Put 2 under a word for make believe. (pret-end) 
Put 3 under something to eat. (pretzel) 
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Beginning Consonant Blend -- tr 
"There are many words that begin with the l-etter-s tr like 
train. I am going to say some rhymes. See if you can finish them 
with a tr word." Write the answers on the board. 
1. A fuzzy little bumblebee 
Flew into our big cherry ____ __ (tree) 
2. If you cannot do it, do not cry. 
We will let you have another __ (try) 
3. At the party the other day, 
May passed the candy on a ____ __ (tray) 
4. That mouse never seems to take a nap. 
I'll go get some cheese and set a 
--------
(trap) 
5. Oh, do you see that little black skunk? 
He is standing by that old tree __ _ (trunk) 
6. Everyone likes my sister Ruth, 
She is kind, and she tells the ____ _ (truth) 
"I am going to tell you some sentences that can be finished 
with words that hav-e the letters g in them. See if you can think 
of the answers." Read the incomplete sentences that follow. Write 
the answers on the board, 
1. We watched the magician perform hb 
2, Father :1.§ going on a long __ _ H.e will 
ride on the - GCE.OUs . ..... , 
3. At ChristmAs time the QhUdl;'en hdp to 
the tree, 
5, We wat:c;hed the train go down the .................. -.... 
(t ricks) 
(trip) 
(tl;'ain) 
( trim) 
(truek) 
(t. t'ack) 
(trash) 
Review the words on the board orally with the ohildren. 
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WrH-e- thes-e words on the boaDd or have them duplicated. After 
each exercise is compl-e~ed, have ·the group read the words and go 
over the answers orally. 
1. train I trail treat true tramp 
The first word says 
Put 1 under a path. (trail) 
Put 2 under a hobo. (tramp) 
Put 3 under th~ opposite-of false. (true} 
2. tree I trouble travel trumpet trapeze 
The first word says 
Put 1 under a musical instrument. (trumpet) 
Put 2 under what there is when something is- wrong. (trouble) 
Put 3 under what we do when we go on trips. (travel) 
3. try I traffic trailer triangle tricycle 
The first word says ----
Put 1 under -a house on wheels. (trailer) 
Put 2 under what we· find on city streets. (traffic) 
Put 3 under something li~tle children can ride. (tricycle) 
write these sent-ences on the board. "Here are some sentences 
with words like train in them. Let's read them now." 
l. Joe, Jack, and John are· )£ipltt@; 
2. T:Lm will trade hie toy train for a tractor. 
Indivi-dual Re-ading Check Review 
...... 
.£!: as a blend 
dr as a blend 
fr as a blend 
.&!. as a blend 
£!. as a bl-end 
tr as a blend 
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On Friday Fred took his truck out of the- driveway and went to 
the grocery store to buy fr-esh fruits, crackers, prunes, and 
pretzels. He goc his sister; Grac-e; a present in the drug-store. Then 
he went home to practice playing his trumpet. 
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Beginning Consonant Blend -- sc 
Write the word~- on the board. ''We all know the word 
scare. I am going to tell you some sentences that can be finished 
with words that have the lett-ers .§.£ in them. See if you can think 
of the.. answers-." Read the incomplete sentences that follow. Write 
the answers on the board. 
1. Ice cream is put in a cone with a 
---
2. When a cut is healing, we should be careful not 
to pick off the 
3. In music when we sing the notes do, re, me, we are 
singing part of the · ___ _ 
4. A very bad cut or burn might leave · a __ _ 
5 . In many games the winning team has the 
highest -----
6 . Our shoes do not stay smooth a.nd shiny if we 
them. 
7. In cold weather we sometimes wear around our necks 
a-----
Review thewords on theboard orally with the children. 
(scoop) 
(scab) 
(scale) 
(scar) 
(score) 
(scuff) 
(scarf) 
'-. . 
"Here are some sentences that have words like ~ in them. 
Let's read them now." 
1 . Bob is a boy scout now. 
2. The farmer made a scarecrow for his garden, 
3. Jim ' s new scooter is painted red, 
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Consonant Blend -- sk 
11There are many words that begin with sk lik-e~. I am going 
to say two· rhymes. See if you can finish them with sk words. 11 
1. Betty and Mary could hardly wait. 
They were go·ing to the pond t() ---...- (skate) 
2. To have fun in winter we have things lik-e these: 
Flying sauc·ers, sleds, ~ce skates; and shiny __ _ (skis) 
~'I am going to tell you -·sbme---sent-ene-es that can -be finished . 
with words that have sk in them. See if you can think of the 
answers. 11 Read the incomplete sentences that follow. Write the 
answers on the board. 
1. That pig ~s not very fat. In fact, it is 
very (skinny) 
2. In our back yard we saw a black animal with 
a long white- stripe on its back. It was a --~---
3. Girls wear blouses and---..----..... 
4, Our bodies are · covered with -----
5. Some music is for marching, Other mus~c 
helps us-----
6. In some museums we can see sets of bones. 
These are called -------
Review the words on the board orally with the- children. 
(skunk) 
(skirts) 
(skin) 
(skip) 
(skeletons) 
Write these words on the board. After the exercise is com-
pleted, have· the group read the words and go over the---answer-& · erally. 
1. ask I mask desk husk basket 
The first word says --------
Put 1 under school furniture. (desk) 
Put 2 under something Mother carries her clothes in . (basket) 
Put 3 under what we wear on Halloween. (mask) 
• 
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Beginning Consonant Blend -- sm 
Write- these words on the board. After each ex-erc-ise is 
complete-d, have the group read the words and go over the answers 
orally. 
1. small I smoke smile smart smell 
The first word says 
Put 1 under something made -by fires- ~ (smoke) 
Put 2 under what we do with our noses. (smell) 
Put 3 under what we - do when we- are ·happy. (smile) 
2. small I smash smooth smaller smother 
The first word says 
Put 1 under the opposite of bumpy. (smooth) 
Put 2 under the word for tinier. (smaller) 
Put 3 under the word that means to break into pieces. (smash) 
.. 
... 
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Beginning Consonant Blend -- ~ 
Writ-e· these· words on the board or have them duplicated. After 
each exercise is completed, have the group read the words and go 
over the answers orally . 
1. snow · I snake ·, snap an ore snarl 
The first word says 
Put 1 under a sound made while · sleeping. (snore) 
Put 2 under ·a fastener. (snap) 
Put 3 under tangled hair. (snarl) 
2 .•. snow I snatch snip snail sneeze 
The first word says 
Put 1 under an impolite way to take some-thing. (snatch) 
Put 2 under a slowly moving animal. (snail) 
Put 3 under what w.e· do when we have a cold. (sneeze} 
3. snow I sneaker snack sniff snooze 
The first ·word says 
Put 1 under a way to smell. (sniff) 
Put 2 under a little lunch. (snack) 
Put 3 under a play shoe. (sneaker) 
• 
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Beginn~ng Consonant Blend -- !E 
"Ther-e --are many words that begin with "!!,E like·:~· Today I 
am going to say some rhymes. See if ybu can finish them with an 
~word." Write · the answers on the board. 
1. Nearly· every day at noon , 
Baby reaches for his 
2. Jack has a top of tin. 
He likes to watch it 
3. Be careful of the glass you fill. 
You would not want your milk to 
4. Daddy told a funny joke. 
We laughed every time he __ _ 
5. We knew before we came to school, 
That inother 1 s thread comes .on a 
---
6. Whenever you play hide and seek, 
Hide quietly. Don't even----
7. It is so hard to run a race . 
You have to cover so much 
---
(spoon) 
(spin) 
(spill) 
(spoke) 
(spool) 
(speak) 
(space) . 
Review the·---words on the board orally with the · children • 
Write these words on the board or have them duplicated. After 
each exercise is completed, have the group read the words and go 
over the answers orally. 
1. spell I spend speech speed spade 
The first word says 
Put 1 under what we do with money. (spend) 
Put 2 under a garden tool. (spade) 
Put 3 under the word that means go fast. (speed) 
2. spot I spice spook spark sport 
The first word says 
Put 1 under a v.ery tiny fire. (spark) 
Put 2 under something Mother uses when she cooks. (spice) 
Put 3 under something we might see on Halloween. (spook) 
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3. spot I spout sponge sppil spear 
The first word says -----
Put 1 under a sharp-pointed weapon. (spear) 
Put 2 under something that soaks up water. (sponge) 
Put 3 under part of a coffeepot. (spout) 
4. spell I spanking spooky spelling sparkle 
The first word says ___ _ 
Put 1 under a school subJect. (spelling) 
Put 2 under a punishment . (spanking) 
Put 3 under a word that means to shine. (sparkle 
5. spot I spaniel spaghetti spatter spider 
The first word says 
Put 1 under a kind of dog. (spaniel) 
Put 2 under an animal that makes ·a web, (spider) 
Put 3 under something good to eat. (spaghe-tti) 
6 . spell I spinach sparkler speedometer sparrow 
The first word Bays 
Put 1 under a bird. (sparrow) 
Put 2 under what tells how fast we · are going. (speedometer) 
Put 3 under a green leafy food. (spinach) 
7. spot I wasp clasp crisper hospital 
The first word says -----
Put 1 under a fastener for a locket or barcelet. (clasp) 
I 
Put 2 under a place where sick people are madewell. (hospital) 
Put 3 under a kind of bee. (wasp) 
Individual Reading Check Review 
.!£. as a blend 
sk as a blend 
sm as a blend 
~ as a blend 
.§.E. as a bl~nd 
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A small sparrow flew up to a S'kinny scarecrow and ask-ed him 
why he was spending so much time in the -·garden. A ~-·spider 
smiled and said , "This man does not live. He cannot -speak ·or---snore 
or sniff. He has no smooth skin . and his skeleton is made of hay." 
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Beginning Consonant Bltmd -- kn 
''We all have this as part of our leg,what is it?" Wri~e ~-.on 
the blackbqard. ''Who can find the· missing word in -each pf the-s-e 
sentences and read the completed s-entence for us-?" Write the 
following sentences and words in groups of four. 
knee- knit knot knuckl~ 
1. Ann's mother can ____ ___ a pair of mittens. 
2. A saH·or taught Bobby to tie that 
------
3. We all have ·---.,._ in our fing,rs , 
4. Paul hurt his ______ while playing basketball. 
knocke-r· knife knapsack knobs 
5. Jane's house does not have a bell so use the 
-----
6. Edward is -going to take a on the camping · trip. 
---
7. Be careful , the· ---- is very sharp. 
8. There are three on the box, each one is a 
--------different color. 
knight knead knowle-dge · knock 
9. We watched grandmother 
-------
the -bread. 
10. In the olden days , a ____ wore shining armor. 
11. We must all work to gain 
-----
12. Be sure to------ before goin~ into the room. 
(knit) 
(knot) 
(knuckles) 
(knee) 
(knocker) 
(knapsack) 
(knife) 
(knobs) 
(knead) 
(knight) 
(knowledge) 
(knock) 
Consonant Blend -- ~ 
Writ-e -the -word quack on the board. ''We -know 
· Today wep are going to read some word-s like quack. 
sound-s i~ them. I will tell you about the words. 
answer, and I will write it on th' board." 
1. This word means the opposite of slow. 
2. This "•word means silent. 
3. This ·word means strange ·or funny. 
Write these words on the board. 
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the word quack. 
They have ~ 
You 'tell me the 
(quick) 
(quiet) 
(queer) 
queen question equal quarter quickly quake 
11 I am going to tell you samething about these words. Find the 
word I am talking about ,•• The an~wers may be gi;ven orally or they 
may be written on paper by the children. 
1. This is what we ask when wewant to know something. (question) 
2. This is a coin worth twenty-five -cents. 
3 . This lady is the wife of a king. 
4. When two thing-s are exactly the same, we say 
they are · 
5. We move this -way if we -are in a hurry. 
(quarter) 
(queen) 
(equal) 
(quickly) 
Review the- words on the board orally with the children. 
write these sentences on the board or have them duplicated. 
11Here ar-e -some sentenc-es with ,words that have SD:! sounds in them. The 
words sound like quack. Let 1 s read- them now. 11 
1. The farmer guit working at noon. 
2. It is quite cold out tonight. 
3. It was so cold that Mother put another guilt on the bed. 
4. Mother will buy a quart of milk. 
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Beginning Consonant Blend -- tw 
WrHe these words on the board or have them duplicated. 
After each exerci-se is c-ompleted , have the group read the words 
and go over- the answers orally. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
twelve I twine twice twist 
The first word says 
Put 1 under string . 
Put 2 under a little-- branch . 
Put 3 under a word for two time-s. 
twelve - twirl twins between 
The first word says 
Put 1 under -the sound of a bird. 
Put 2 under what we do with a baton . 
Put 3 under two children born to the same parents 
at the same time. 
twelve twilight twinkle twenty 
The first word says 
Put 1 under one who uses a baton. 
Put 2 under part of the day . 
Put 3 under a number. 
twig 
(twine) 
(twig) 
(twice) -
tweet 
(tweet) 
(twirl) 
(twins) 
twirler 
(twirler) 
(twilight) 
(twenty) 
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Beginning Consonant Blend - ·-vrr 
Write ·the ~ord write on the board. · ''We· know the word 
write . I am going to tell you s·ome sentences that can be finished 
with words that have the letters -~ in them. See if you can think 
of the answers." Read the incomplete sentences that follow . Write 
the answers on the board. 
1. We use pretty pa:p·er for presents· when we __ _ them. 
2. After the accident the car was a complete 
A had to come and pull it· away. 
3. At Christmas time many people decorate their doors 
wi th-----
4 .. Mother has just -pr-essed your coat. Try not to get 
(wrap) 
(wreck) 
(wrecker) 
(wreaths) 
it (wrinkled) 
Review the words on the board orally with the children. 
Write these sentences on the board or have them duplicated . 
"Here are some sentences with words that begin with wr in them . 
The words are like writ·e. Let's read the sentences ~w." 
1. Jack carr write"'very well. He' is a: g.ood writer. 
2 . Mother has written a letter to Grandmother. 
3. She wrote to Uncle Di ck, too. 
4. A family of wrens lives · in that birdhouse now. 
5. Tim took the wr ong game from the box. 
6. Don fell and hurt his wrist. 
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Beginning Consonant Blend ~- ~ 
Write the "'WOrd scream on the board. ''We know the word scream. 
I am going to tell you some sent'ences finished· with words that begin 
like scream. They begin with the letters~· See · if you can think 
of the answers. 11 Read the incomplete sentences that follow. Write 
the answers on the board. · 
1. A cat uses its claws to 
----
2. When we finis·h cutting we p-ick up the -----
3. To get food off plates we them. 
4 . To keep out f1 ies we put ----- on our windows . 
5. If you want the dog .to go out, you might 
say ___ _ 
6. For breakfast you could have eggs. 
7. The loud noise a person makes when he is surprised 
or frightened is a -----
(scratch) 
(scraps) 
(scrape) 
(screens) 
(scram) 
(scrambled) 
(scream) 
Review the words on the board orally with tb,e children. 
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Beginning Consonant Blend -- ~ 
'~ho can tell me the answers to these riddles? Each answer 
begins with the l e tters ill·" Write the correct replies on the 
blackboard as they are given. 
1. In the winter, Sally Minter receiv~d 
a 
2. Johnny dropped the trash in the water 
with a.,.......,.~__,....,_ 
3. The ballerina li t upon a .......... ,.,.......---.--
4,"What can he the matter?" said the ink 
pen with a --------~ 
5. Do you get the urge to ~------~? 
"Let's read the answers together." 
(splinter) 
(spla$h) 
(split) 
(splatter) 
(splurge) 
"Each of the five sentences on the blackboard has a missing word. 
Find the miss ing word on the board and write it in the correct place. 
Read the complete sentence for us," 
1. Can you split open thee coconut? 
2. Holly has a splinter in her finger. 
3. See the puppy splash in the water. 
4. Can we splurge and buy an ice cream cone? 
5. See the water splatter on the window pane. 
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Beginning Consonant Blend - - !E! 
Write the word · spring on the board. ''We know the word spring. 
Today we are going to make some·-words that begin like spring. They 
begin with the letters spr. I will tell you about the word. You 
tell me the answer and I will write it on the board." 
1. This is the· way we put butter on bread. 
2. It does this before it rains hard. 
3. We do this to kill insects that eat our plants. 
4. Mother uses this to dampen her clothes before she 
irons them. 
5. Seeds do this when the little plants start to grow. 
6. This would make a good Christmas tree. 
7 . If we twist an ankle badly, we do this to it. 
(spread) 
(sprinkles) 
(spray) 
(sprinkler) 
(sprout) 
(spruce) 
(sprain) 
Review the words on the board orally with the children. 
• 
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Beginning Consonant Blend -- sgu 
Write the --word sguirre.l -911 th~ 'board, ''We know th~- word 
squirrel, r a1;11 goingi:(;, tell you :;;-c;>me sentence& that ca,n he 
finished with words that qegin like s·quirrel, They begin with the 
letters .2.'1!! • See if you can think of -th.e -answer$, 11 Read the incol'l\ ... 
plete sentences t hat follow, WTite the answers on the board . 
1. An aniTQal with a bushy tail is a (squirrel) 
2. Little pigs (squeal) 
3. A box 'With four equal si_des is (square) 
4. A rusty old wagon might sound (squeaky) 
5. A yellow vegetable wit-h a crooked neck is a (squash) 
6 . If you have a water pistol, you water. (squirt) 
7. An Indian woman is a (squaw) 
8. When the sun shines in our eyes we (squint) 
Review the words on the board orally with the children. 
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Individua l Reading Check Review 
~ 
tw as a blend 
~ as a blend 
-~Jt~. ~:;; a. b],_en.d 
§Jl\1, <;!,~ ~ l;>l,~nd 
One slmP-y sprin.~ day the t;t<ri~~ we1;e. takl-ng a g-u_i~.t wal-k, It 
was gui_te late wheP- they heard a 9\l~r ~cEea'lll, They §.9UJ?ted_ their 
eyes to see two wrel;J.s making a n~st ·with ~igs and ~t;:rpps of twine, 
A cat was near, and the birds s;eread their wings and screamed at it. 
They knew that a cat could scratch and wreck their home. 
• 
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Beginning Consonant Blend ~- 1lli 
Write the word ~ on the b-oard. uwe know the word swish. 
I am going .to tell you some sentences that can be finished-with 
words that begin with the letters !! like swish. See if you can 
think of the answers." Read the incomplete sentences that follow. 
Write the answers on the board. 
1. In the sunnner we go to the beach to __ _ 
2. In the yard children can ride back and forth 
in a----
3 . . Sugar and honey taste-------
4. Mother uses a broom when she 
-----
5. The bump on John's head began to 
---
6. A beautiful white water btrd is a -----
7. Before , Father starts his .car, he puts his key 
in the · ____ _ 
8. A marshy place is sometimes .called a __ _ 
9. The wind can make trees bend and~: __ _ 
10. We m:ust chew our food well before we · 
-----
it. 
Review the words on the board orally with the children. 
(swim) 
(swing) 
(sweet) 
(sweeps) 
(swell) 
(swan) 
(switch) 
(swamp) 
(sway) 
(swallow) 
Write these sentences on the board. "Here are some sentences 
that have words that begin like swish in them. Let's read them now." 
1 . Dick had many swift rides in his swing. 
2. The swan swam swiftly through the water. 
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Beginning Consonant Blend •· lli 
''Who can tell me the name of· this word?" •Write the word 
street on the blackboard. "Here ·are some words that begin the 
same way as the ·word street. Can ·-you tell which wor.d belongs in 
each sentence?" Write the following words in groups of fours. 
Write the incomplete sente)lces lJn the blackboard or read them to 
the childr-en and have them complete the sent·ences with one of the 
four words. Have them give the name of the corresponding letter 
to double check the knowledge·- of the word. 
a. string b. straw · c. strtpes d. stretch 
1. The kitten is playing with the ball .of __ _ (string) 
2. We can drink our milk with a ·--- (straw) 
3 • Our flag has stars and ---- on it • (stripes) 
4. I can 
---
to the ceiling. (stretch) 
e. strange f. strong g. straight · h ~ streamer 
5. I saw a long red----- at the parade. (streamer) 
6. Jane can walk in a---- line. (straight) 
7. Can you feel that ___ wind push you? · (strong) 
8. A ___ noise carqe from that empty house. (strange) 
i, strawberry j. strike k, etranger 1, strip 
9, The yellow __ _ of paper ie on that ·Chair, (strip) 
10, I would like a----- ice ·cream cone, (strawberry) 
ll. Did you aee the lightning __ _ the flag pole? (strike) 
12, There ia a __ _ at the· front door, (stranger) 
''Who think• that he can read these aentencea?" Write the 
following on the blackboard or on paper. 
l. See the straw stranger stretch the atrins. 
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2 .• Did you see the streamer strike the· strawberry kitten? 
3 . Can you stretch that strange· strip of paper? 
• 
4 . The strong stream of water went· streaming by. 
5. The street stretched along in a straight line. 
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Beginning Consonant Blend thr 
''Who knows the name of this number?" Write · the-·word three 
on the blackboard. "Here are some mare words that begin like three. 
Can you name· them and put them where they belong?" Ask for 
volunteers. Write the following words in groups of threes. Writ~ 
the incomplete sentences on the blackboard or read them to the 
children and have them complete the sentence with one of the three 
words. 
thread threw throat 
1. Johnny is in bed with a sore-------- (throat) 
2. Mother wants some green-------- (thr ead) 
3. Pe t er the ball over the fence. (threw) 
throw through three 
4. ·Do you know how to a football? (throw) 
5. Alice has learned to count. .she can say one, two 
(three) 
6. Father will come home when he is his work. (through) 
''Who thinks that he can read this tongue twister?" Write the 
following on the blackboard or paper. 
Thelma threw the three threading threads through the thick 
thorny thicket. Threading through the thistle the three thrashing 
threads went like a whistle. 
• 
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Hard and Soft c 
Hard .£ 
Write these words on the board . 
carrot corn coal calendar carriage 
magic comb cage helicopter caterpillar 
"These words are 1 ike came. The- .£ has a hard sound. It 
sounds like the letter~· I am going to tell you about these words. 
F;i,nd the one that I am talking about . " The answers may be given 
orally, or they may be written on paper by the children. 
1. We use this to fix our hair . (comb) 
2. This is a long orange vegetable. (carrot) 
3. we burn . this- in stoves and furnaces. (coal) 
4 . This vegetable grows in ears on stalks . (corn) 
5. A circus lion would be kept in this . (cage) 
6. A baby can travel in this. (carriage) 
7 . We use this to find the date. (calendar) 
8. This is a kind of flying machine·. (helicopter) 
Review the words and go over the exercises orally with the 
children. 
"I am going to tell you some sentences that can be finished 
with words that have hard .£ sounds in them. See if you can think 
of the answers." Read the incomplete sentences that follow. Write 
the answers .on the board. 
1. Alice gave us a piece of her birthday . (cake) 
2 . Sandra bought a bar of (candy) 
3 . We asked the storekeeper how much the pencils (cost) 
4 . An animal with a large hump on its back is a (camel) 
5. The opposite of the city is the (country) 
• 
e 
6. When we did not ·have elec·trlcity, we had to burn 
for light. 
7. A person who builds houses is a -----
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(candles) 
(carpenter) 
Review the words on the board orally- with the children. 
Write -these sentences on the board. "Here are some sentences 
that have- words with hard £ sounds ·tn · them. Let's read them now." 
1 . Carol ~- count to ten·. 
2. Carl will carry the cookies to the ~· 
Soft c 
Write these words on the board. 
once center · cellar · rece-ss · celery 
voice cents piece· ceiling cereal 
"These words are ltke city. The .£ has a soft sound. It 
sounds like the letter~· I am going to tell you about these words. 
Find the one that I am talking .about." The answers may be given 
orally, or they may be written on paper by the children. 
1. This is a breakfast food. (cereal) 
2. This word means middle. (center) 
3. This is the lowest part of the house. (cellar) 
4. This is the part of the school day when we play outside. (recess) 
5. This vegetable grows in bunches. (celery) 
6. This is another word for pennies. (cents) 
7 . We use this when we talk. (voice) 
8. This is the highest part of a room. (ceiling) 
Read the words on the board and go over the exercises orally 
with the ch'ildren. 
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"I am going to tell you some sent:ences that can be finished 
with words that have soft .£ sounds in them. See if you can think 
of the answers . " Read the incomplete sentences that follow. Write 
the answers on the board. 
1. We buy food in a store . (grocery) 
2. Ten boys will run in that (race) 
3. We buy bread that is cut in (slices) 
4 . The baby drinks milk and orange ·· (juice) 
5. Be sure · to wash your hands and (face) 
6. Grandmother cut the pie in six (pieces) 
7 . Because Dennis is · lame, he has to wear a (brace) 
Re17iew the words on the board orally with the children. 
Write these sentences on the board. uHere are some sentences 
that have words with soft .£ in them. Let's · read them now." 
1. Nancy gave Grace a fancy--lace-·· handkerchief. 
2. :We wertt for groceries twice last week. · 
Wri-t·e these sentences on the board. "Here are some sentences 
that have words with both hard and soft£ sounds in them. Let's read 
them now . " 
1. Stand in a circle to play this game·; 
2. Jack rode his bicycle to the -circus. 
3 . Tom ' s Little sister has a new tricycle. 
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Hard and So·ft :g 
Hard ,g 
Write these words on the board. 
alligator ·· guests wiggle guess gas 
goose game let pig gallop 
"These pwords are like gave. The .8. has a hard sound. I am 
going to tell you about these words. Find the one that I am 
talking about." The answers may be given orally, or they may be 
written on paper by the children. 
1. This is a fat · farm animal . (pig) 
2. If you were to ho-ld a worm, it would do this. (wiggle) 
3. This is an animal that we would not want to meet alone.(alligator) 
4. If you do not know the answer, you might do this. (guess) 
5. A horse .can do this. (gallop) 
6. Without this, cars cannot go . (gas) 
7. This is a part of our bodies. (leg) 
8 . These are visitors. (guests) 
Review the words on the board and go over the exercises 
orally with the children. 
"I am going to tell you some sent-ences that can be finished 
with words that have hard .B. sounds in them . See if you can think of 
the answers." Read the incomplete sentences that follow. Write the 
answers on the board. 
1 . The opposite of bad is (good) 
2. At the party, presents were ·given to the ·boys and----""'· ' (girls) 
3. When guests leave, we say-------- (goodby) 
4. An old piece of cloth is a (rag) 
5. When Father goes hunting, he takes his (gun) 
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6. Jewelry i:s-· made of stiver and __ _ (gold) 
7 . The head man in· a state·· is the ---- (governor) 
Review the words on the board orally with the children. 
Write these sentences on tne board. "Here are some sentences 
that ha"'ire- words-- wit·h hard ,g · sounds in· them-. Let's read them now." 
1. Gay will buy some candy and gum . 
2. Do not let the goat through the garden gate. 
3. The~ guests will give gifts to Gary. 
Soft ,g 
Write these words on the board. 
engine cage cha~ge cage Roger 
cabbage village orange huge giant 
"These words are like large. The .& has a soft sound. It 
sounds like the letter i· I am going to tell you about these 
words. Find the one that I am talking about." The answers may 
be given orally, or they may be written on paper by the children. 
1. This vegetable is a headof leaves. (cabbage) 
2. This is a color. (orange) 
3. This is the home of a parakeet. (cage) 
4. This is a very big man; (giant) 
5. This is part of a train. (engine ) 
6. This says how old we are. (age) 
7. This is a little town. (village) 
8. This word means very large. (huge) 
Read the words on the board and go over the exercises orally with 
the children. 
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''I am going to tell you some sentences that can be finished 
with words that have soft _g sounds in them. See if you can think 
of the answers . " Read the incomplete sentences that follow. 
Write the answers on the board. 
1 . A fairy can change things with a __ _ wand. 
2 . Between the covers of that book are many __ .,;;,___ 
3. I gave the storekeeper a dollar bill, and he 
returned the 
----
4. An animal with a very long neck is a ----
5. A person whom you have never met is a ___ _ 
6. A person who does magic tricks is a 
-----
(magic) 
(pages) 
(change) 
(giraff~) 
(stranger) 
(magician) 
Review the words on the board orally with the children. 
Write these sentences on the board. "Here are some sentences 
that have words with soft _g souqds in them . Let's read them now." 
1 . Roger is a gentleman. 
2. George's father is a general i .n the Army. 
Write these sentences on the board. ''-Here are :;orne sentenc-es 
that have words with both hard and soft _g sounds in them. Let's 
read them now . " 
1. We throw away our garbage. 
2 . We put our luggage in the baggage car on .the train. 
Individual Reading Check Review 
Hard and Soft c 
Hard and Soft _g 
Carl and Roger make fancy candles in their cellar. Carol 
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bought some of their camel candles in the village for twenty cents 
apiece. George.&£! some giraffe candles for Grace's birthday gift. 
CHAPTER IV 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
The purpose of this study was to develop ma.terials for applied 
phonics in Grade Two. 
Eighty-six lessons introduce 1200 ·words i:hat are already in the 
speaking vocabularies of the children. Fifteen exercises provide 
reading practice of the words ·introduced through applied phonics. 
The teacher may select the lessons needed for her children from the 
total program. Teacher direction and oral participation by the chil-
dren are necessary if the exercises are to be used with s·uccess. 
This material was used informally and adjusted to grade level in 
two second grade classrooms. The chi.ldren could follow the directions, 
and they enjoyed the lessons. The 'individual exercises were challenging. 
The material was handled easily, the reading vocabularies improved, 
and there seemed to be more interest in independent reading. 
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CHAPTER V 
SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY 
1. A formal evaluation of these applie-d ·phonics less·ons. 
2. Compare the ability ·of boys and giri~r in applying--phonics. 
3. The material should be · evaluated experimentally t ·o measure 
its effectiveness in ·reading achievement. 
4. Correlation between applied phonics and spelling. 
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AP·PENDIX 
• 
WORD LIST FOR GRADE TWO 
about audience blank buy 
across auditorium blanket buy 
act Audrey blend buzz 
actor August blind 
add author blink cabbage 
addition automatic bloom cage 
address autoltlobile board cake 
adopt avoid boat calendar 
afraid awake boil camel 
again awful bold can 
age ax boo candle 
aim boot candy 
a ir bad border cane 
airplane baggage borrow ca pe 
alarm bait bound car 
alike band bow card 
alligator bank boy Carl 
allow bar brace Carol 
alone baske t brain carpenter 
along bat brake carpet 
aloud bay brass carriage 
Andrew beach brave carrot 
Andy bead bray carry 
ankle beard breath car 
Ann beautifui breathe cash 
answer beaver breed caterpillar 
ant bed Bret caught 
apart bee bricks cave 
apiece beet bride ceiling 
apple behind bright celery 
appoint bellow bring cellar 
apron bend br oil center 
arf best brood cents 
ark Betsey broom cerea l 
arm better brown chain 
army between bucket chair 
around bib bud change 
art bicycle bug chapped 
Arthur bike bump Charles 
ash Bill burst charm 
ask birth bus cheese 
asleep blade butter cherry 
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chest cradle double fight 
Chet crash dragon fill 
chilly crate drainer fin 
chime crawl drank fine 
.. 
chin crawling draperies finger 
choice crayons draw finish 
choose cream dream fish 
c i rcle creek drenched fit 
c ircus cr eep dress fix 
Clai r e crest drew flag 
c lam crew drift flake s 
clang crib drill flame 
c l ap cricket drink flash 
clasp crisp dripping flat 
class crisper driver flatcar 
claw cr ooked driveway flax 
clay crop drugstore flay 
clean cross drum fled 
clear crow dry flee 
clever crowd dump fleet 
c l ing crown dumplings flew 
clipper crumbs dusts flier 
cloud crust flight 
cloth cry easy flint 
clover cub eat flip 
clown cubes educatiort float 
clue cucumbers employ flood 
coach cuff employee floor 
coal curl employer flop 
coast cut end flour 
coat · cute engine flower 
coin enjoy fly 
cold dad equal fold 
comb dark explore follow 
come daughter fool 
cookies dawn face forced 
cool dear fair forget 
copy deed fancy forgot 
corn deep fat fort 
corner deer fault fo rty 
coat defend fawn found 
cot desk fear f r ame• 
co t tase dew feather Frank 
cotton d:Lme fed f r ankf urt 
count di rt feed f r eckle• 
country dilh fe•t Fred 
cow dive fellow f ree 
cr acker door f ern f reeze 
cracks dot few fru h 
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fret goat hatche t jar 
Friday gold haunted Jaw 
fried good hay jay 
friend good-by head Jean 
.: .. fright goose hear jeep fringe got heat Jerry 
frog governor helicopter Jill 
front Grace herd Jim 
frontiers grade hike join 
fros t grain hint jot 
frown grand hip joy 
frozen grape hit juice 
fruit grapevine hive junk 
fry grasshopper hold 
fun grassy hollow kick 
fur grave home kill 
fuse graveyard honest kind 
Gail gravy hood king 
gain gray hoof Kirk 
gallop great hook kit 
game greedy hop knapsack 
garbage greet hospital knead 
garden grew hot knee 
Gary grill hound knew 
gas grin hour knife 
gate grind house knight 
gay grocery how knit 
Gay groom huckleberries knobs 
gear ground huge knock 
general grow hump knot 
gent leman growl Humpty Dumpty know 
George grumpy hundred knowledge 
get grunt hurt knuckle 
giant guess husk 
gifts guest hut lace 
giraffe gun lad 
girls gust ill ladder 
glacier imp laid 
glad hair inch lake 
glass hall ink land 
glide ham inlet lane 
glider hammer inn lark 
glimpse hand instead latch 
glitter handkerchief interest law 
globe hang itch lawn 
gloom hard lay 
glory harm jail lead 
glow hash jam leather 
glue hatch January leave 
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led moan pail plus 
leg moat pain pocket 
lend mold pair point 
letter moon Panda pole 
·-
let vs moppet paste pool 
licks more' patches pop 
lid morning Paul popcorn 
light mother paw poplar 
limp mud pay popular 
linger muff peach pork 
link mumps peek pot 
load music peep pottery 
loan must pen pound 
loose pest practice 
loud nail pet praise 
low Nancy pick prank 
loyal nap pickle pray 
luck neat piece prayer-s 
luggage Ned pig preacher 
lumpy need pile presents 
neighbor pill pretend 
magic nephew pillow pretzel 
magician net pin price 
maid never pinch prick 
mail new pine prince 
mailman news pink princess 
main newspaper pitch principal 
map nice place print 
march night plaid prize 
mark noise plain promise 
market noon plane pronounce 
mash northern planet proof 
mask nose plank proper 
match notch plants proud 
mate note plastic prune 
.meal now plate pry 
mean nut platform 
measles played quake 
medicine oil plead quart 
men old please quarter 
mend once pledge queen 
merry orange plenty queer 
mice outlet plot quest 
might owl plow question 
milk plucked quick 
mill pack plum quickly 
mind pad plumber quiet 
mink pages plume quilt 
Miss paid plump quit 
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quite scar sing sniff 
scarecrow sink snip 
race scarf sir snooze 
rag school sit snore 
.... 
rang scoop skate soak 
rash scooter skeleton socket 
raw score skill soil 
reach scout skin sole 
rear scram skip sound 
recess scraml:>led skirt south 
red scrape skis space 
r elish scraps skunk spade 
rest scratch sky spaghetti 
rice scream slacks spaniel 
ride screens slam spanking 
right scuff sled spark 
rind sea sleepy sparkle 
ring seal sleeve sparkler 
rink seasop.s sleigh sparrow 
river seat slice spat ter 
roar seed slick speak 
rocket selfish slide spea;r 
rode send slight sped 
Roger set slim speec h 
room shade sling speed 
rope shake slit speedometer 
rooster shark sliver spelling 
row shave sloppy spend 
royal shed slow spice 
rug sheep sluml:>er spider 
rust sheet slump spill 
shine slush spin 
sad shingles sly spinach 
sail ship smaller splash 
saint shirt smart splatter 
sake shook sma·sh splinter 
Sam shoot smell split 
sand shore smile splurge 
Sandra short smoke' spoil 
sandwich shot smooth spoke 
sang shower smother sponge 
sank shrink snack spook 
sash shut snail spool 
Saturday shy snake spoon 
sauce sick snap sport 
saucers sight snarl spot 
say sill snatch spout 
scab silly sneaker sprain 
scale silver sneeze sprang 
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spray streamer throw twenty 
spread stretch Thursday ·twice 
spring strike tickle twig 
sprinkle string tight -twilight 
sprinkler strip time twine 
sprout stripes tire twinkle 
spruce strong toast twins 
spurs struck toil twirl 
square stuck tomorrow twist 
squash stump too~ 
squaw sty tool umpire 
squawk suit towel uniforms 
squeaky swallow town united 
squint swam track upstairs 
squirrel SW.3:I!lp tr~ct;gr. 
!3QY!r~ ll!W~n tr~d~ vi.~w 
ll!t~@k ll!W~Y trllff:hl vUl11g~ 
§t~~~ IJWQ@Pll tr~U vin@ 
ll!Uin §WQ@t; trAUU voi~@ 
~ tllh l!W@ll trAin 
6tAll lllWUt trAmp WAht 
aummor IWim trAp Wliit 
ltliU\d IWinl trApOIO w11itor 
litlir awilh trAih WAke 
at: art IWitch travol WAip 
starter tray waete 
state tadpole treat wat-er 
stay tag tree Wayne 
steam tank ~rend weaaela 
steel tar triangle weather 
steep taught tricks Wedneeday 
stick tear tricycle weigh 
still Ted trim west 
stir tend trip wet 
stole test triplets whale 
stone thatched trot wheat 
stood their trouble while 
stool thick truck whine 
stop things true white 
store third trumpet wick 
stork thirsty trunk wide 
story thought truat wiggle 
straight thrashing truth Will 
strain thread try willow 
strange three tub wind 
stranger threw tube wins 
straps thrilled tuck wink 
straw throat turtle wire 
strawberry through tweet witch 
v10od 
wound 
wrap 
wreaths 
wreck 
wrens 
wrinkled 
wrist 
write 
.wrong 
year 
yellow 
yesterday 
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